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ABSTRACT

The increasing use of dc transmission has raised the possibility of ac and dc

transmission lines operating on the same tower. An important characteristic of such hybrid

acldc lines is the field and ion interactions between conductors. This thesis presents a method

for evalualing the ionic dc current injected from a dc line into an ac conductor during corona.

The method is based on the solulion for the time invariant ionized field by an iterative Finite

Element procedure. The influence of the alternating potential is determined from it's effect on

the space charge free electric field on the surfaces of the dc conductors.

A comparison of the calculated and experimental results for a laboratory line is

presenled along with calculated data for a practical hybrid Ìransmission line configuration.

The calculated results for the dc current injected into ac conductors agrees well with the

experimental results however inconsistencies in the results of the calculations for the space

charge density distribution indicate that the boundary conditions used in the iterative Finite

Element procedure should be improved.
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Chapter 1

¡hdT'HoD ¡.,!cT!Õru

A hybrid acldc transmission line is a transmission line with both ac and dc conductors

on the same or adjacent towers. lnterest in hybrid transmission lines has been sparked by the

increasing use of dc transmission which raises the possibility of dc lines being included in

exisling ac networks. Advantages due to the combination of dc with ac transmission include:

improvements in the stability and controllability of ac networks [2] and improvements in the

power transfer capacity of a right-of-way.

Corona is created by the ionization of the air near the surface of a high voltage

conductor due to the high magnitude of the electric field near the conductor. These ions form a

space charge around Ìhe conductor which in turn affects the electric field around the conductor.

ln general, around a positively charged dc conductor the electrons created by the ionization of

the air are attracted by and neutralized on the conductor, while the positively charged ions will

be driven away from the conductor. This results in a net positive charge in the vicinity of a

positively charged conductor. Similarly, a negatively charged conductor will be surrounded by

a negative space charge. The alternaling nature of the field around an ac transmission line

complicates the actions of the space charge generated by corona with the attraction and

repulsion of ions and electrons alternating. One result of this attraction and repulsion of ions

by ac lines is that the ions crated remain near the conductors and a significant space charge is

not created further from the conductor.

The amount of corona activity of a transmission line is affected by numerous variables.

The eleclric field on the surface of a conductor will be affected by the line geometry and line

voltage. The maximum electric field on the conductor surface will also be affected by lhe

smoothness of the conductor. The environmental conditions: humidity, rain, fog, wind and the

temperature will affect the creation of ions.

Corona affects many aspects of high voltage transmission. The creation and movement

of ions causes a power loss. The flow of ions away from a conductor will also deposit a charge

-1



Chapter 7, lntroduction

on insulated objects located near a dc transmission line. Corona also causes audible noise (AN)

and radio (Rl) and television (TVl) intederence. The amount of corona activity also affects the

response of the transmission line to transient voltages and currents. ln a hybrid acldc

transmission line some of the ions flowing away from dc conductors will be attracted to ac

conductors resulting in a dc current in the ac conductors. This dc current in ac conductors can

cause the saturation of transformers located at the ends of the ac line. Due to the above

effects the generation of corona is an important consideration in the design of high voltage

transmission lines.

This thesis will present a method for the computation of the dc current injected in the

ac conductors of a hybrid acldc transmission line. The method is based on a numerical solution

for the ionized field created by corona on dc transmission lines by an iterative Finite Element

(FE) method. The method differs from previous FE solutions for dc corona t16l-t191 in that it

uses a novel boundary on the solution area. The solution for the dc current injected into ac

conductors of a hybrid acldc transmission line improves on previous analysis tg] by including

the effect of the ac potential on this dc current.

1.1 Literature Review

The analysis of a time varying ionized field requires a prohibitively large computational

effort' As a result, all solutions for corona on acldc lines are based on solutions for dc corona.

1.1.1 Analysis of DC Corona

Equations and Assumptions

The equations and assumptions common to all previous analysis of dc corona are

presented in this Section. The time invariant electric and potential fields in the presence of

space charge are governed by the following equations:

y. g=p/eo

-¿
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Chapter l, lntroduction

J=kpF

V'J= 0

F=-VÕ

(1.2)

(1 .3)

(1.4)

where E is the electric field, J the current density, Õ the scalar potential and p the space

charge density distribution. k is the ionic mobility and eo is the permittivity of free space. The

use of equations (1.1)-(1.4) implies five main assumptions and simplifications. The first is that

there is an equivalent steady state, that dc corona does not vary with time. ln general dc

corona exhibits a pulsating nature [10], however due to the difficulty of solving for time

varying ionized fields, this variable nature of dc corona is not considered. The second

simplification is that there is no wind. The presence of wind will cause an increase in the

corona loss of a conduclor [20, pg.31]. The third assumption is that the diffusion of ions due

to temperature differences is insignificant compared with the movement of ions due to the

electric field, as has been shown in reference [5]. The fourth simplification is that the mobility

of ions is constant and does not depend on time or the strength of the electric field.

Experimental results indicate that the mobility of ions decreases with time since generation

tsl' However, different studies show considerably different mobility versus time profiles for

ions [13] and also that the mobilities of individual ions can vary considerably. The use of

constant ionic mobilities is a necessary simplification. The final assumption is that the

ionization layer around the dc conductor is negligibly thin. Previous researchers have

determined that the extent of this ionization layer is "negligible" [6] and approximately 3

orders of magnitude less that the conductor spacing [9]. The above assumptions have been

accepted by all researchers with several minor exceptions as noted.

Equations (1.1)-(1.4) can be combined to yield a single third order partial differential

equation:

v.[(v2o)vÕ]=0

-3-
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Chapter 1, lntroduction

ln order to solve this equation three boundary conditions are necessary. The potentials

on the conductors provide two of these boundary conditions. The choice of the third boundary

condition varies in the different solution methods.

Non-Finite Element Analysis of DC Corona

The first analytic solution of dc corona was made by Townsend [4]. Townsend solved

for the voltage-current relation of the concentric cylinders geometry. The voltage-current

relalion is the relation between the potential difference between two conductors and the ionic

current driven from one conductor to the other during corona. Due to the symmetry of the

concentric cylinders geometry, the region in which equation (1.5) must be solved can be

reduced to a single dimension which greatly simplifies it's solution. The third boundary

condition used by Townsend was the electric field on the surface of the coronating conductor.

Townsend assumed that this electric field remained constant at it's onset value during corona.

l-dÕ/dnl=Eo on the surface of coronating conductors (1.6)

where Es is the value of the electric field on the surface of the conductor at the onset of

corona.

This assumption provides the mosl common choice for the third boundary condition and

is known as the Kaptzov assumption. Experimental results show that the electric field on the

surface of positively charged dc conductors decreases from it's onset value during corona

while on negatively charged conductors the electric field increases from it's onset value [7].

These results also show that electric field on a coronating conductor is not the same at all

points on the surface. However, these deviations are negligible for practical levels of corona

activity l7l.

An extension of the solulion for dc corona lo practical geometries was made

Deutsch' (Deutsch's work is in German and this overview of it is taken from references

by

tsl,

-4



Chapter l, lntroduction

[6] and [8].) Deutsch solved the single conductor over a conducting ground plane (monopolar

line) geometry. ln order to solve this two dimensional problem Deutsch introduced several

additional assumptions, the most important of which was the assumption that the presence of

space charge affects only the magnitude and not the direction of the electric field. E.g. the

direction of the ionized electric field is in the same as the direction of the space charge free

electr¡c field. As the direction of the space charge free electric field can be easily determined,

lhis assumption allows the solution for the ionized field to be made separately along each

electric field line which amounts to the reduction of the solution region to a single dimension.

This assumpt¡on that the presence of space charge does not affect the direction of the electric

field has become known as the Deutsch assumption.

Popkov [5] analyzed the monopolar line geometry using the Deutsch and Kaptzov

assumptions and additional assumptions about the distribution of the space charge on the ground

plane' Popkov also presented semi-empirical expressions for the voltage-currenl relationship

for the monopolar line geometry based on Townsend's expression for the concentric cylinder

geometry and experimental results for the monopolar line geometry.

The availability of high speed computers allowed improvements in the analysis of dc

corona' Sarma and Janischewskyj introduced an iterative numerical method, making use of the

Deutsch and Kaptzov assumptions, to determine the ionized field solution of monopolar [6] and

bipolar line [7] geometries.

Abdel-Salam et al. [8] removed the Deutsch assumption in the monopolar line geometry

by assuming the space charge density distribution was known. This is the only non-Finite-

Element method which solves for lhe ionized field without using the Deutsch assumption. As the

sPace charge distribution cannot be known accurately beforehand this method has limited

practical use.

Khalifa et al. [9] replaced the Kaptzov boundary condition on the electric field on the

surface of the coronating conductor by using the space charge distribution on the surface of the

-5-



Chapter f, lntroduction

coronating conductor as the third boundary condition. This space charge distribution was

determined based on an avalanche model for corona.

Sunaga et al. [1 0] also used the space charge density on the surface of the coronating

conductor as the third boundary condition. They determined this space charge density by

assuming a distribution for the space charge around the conductor and using experimental

results for the total current discharged to determine the magnitude of the space charge. This

solution was for the monopolar line geometry and retained the Deutsch assumption.

Recently, several researchers have presented simplified methods for the calculations

of fields in the presence of space charge [11]+t1al. These methods use the Deutsch and

Kaptzov assumptions but simplify the calculalions.

Finite Element Analysis of DC Corona

The attempts to solve for corona in the single conductor over a ground plane geometry

listed above are limited by the use of the Deutsch assumption. The Deutsch assumption can be

assumed to be valid if the magnitude of the space charge density is small and thus has only a

small effect on the electric field, but for larger values of space charge the Deutsch assumption

may not be valid. The Finite Element (FE) mefhod can be used to eliminate the necessity of the

Deutsch assumption. The FE method allows for the solution of second order partial differential

equations in two (or three) dimensional regions. ln FE solutions for the ionized field, equations

(1.1)-(1.4) are combined into a pair of second order partial differential equations which are

solved iteratively.

Abdel-Salam et al. [13] improved the analysis of dc corona by

the variation of ion mobility with time. They also made use of the

assumptions.

Janischewskyj et al. [16] were the first to use an iterative FE

dc corona. They made use of the Kaptzov assumption for the third

solved the concentric cylinders geometry.

including the effect of

Deutsch and Kaptzov

procedure to solve for

boundary condition and

-6-
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Takuma et al. [17] analyzed the monopolar line geometry using the FE method. They

used the space charge on the surface of the coronating conduclor as the third boundary

condition and included analysis of the effects of wind. Due to the fact that the FE method can

only be used within a finite region and for the line above ground geometry the region is

unbounded, Takuma et al. placed an arlificial boundary on the finite element mesh at a distance

from the conductor approximately equal to the height of the conductor over ground. On this

artificial boundary the potential is set equal to the space charge free potential as the boundary

is assumed to be far enough away from the conductor so that the voltage is not affected by the

space charge.

Abdel-Salam et al. [19] analyzed the monopolar line geometry using the FE method and

replacing the Kaptzov assumption by using the space charge distribution along the axis of

symmetry, determined using the Deutsch assumption, as the third boundary condition. They

used an artificial boundary similar to the one used by Takuma et al. [17].

A comparison by Janischewskyj et al. [18] of solutions to dc corona problems by a FE

method and a method using the Deutsch assumption concluded that the method using the Deutsch

assumption gives "adequate,' results.

1.1.2 Analysis of Corona on Hybrid AC/DC Lines

Chartier et al. [1] presented the first analysis of corona on hybrid acldc lines. Their

analysis was based on the solution for the electric field without considering the effect of space

charge. They also derived empirical expressions for the radio interference (Rl) and audible

noise (AN) of hybrid acldc lines based on similar expressions for ac and dc lines.

Maruvada et al. [3] included the effects of the space charge created by corona on the

calculation of the electric and potential fields around a hybrid acldc line. They used a

numerical method using both the Deutsch and Kaptzov assumptions. They also used the

simplification that the ac conductors could be assumed to be at ground potential, justifying this

assumption by showing that the ac voltage has a negligible effect on the trajectories of ions.



1.2 Line Geornetries

Three line geometries are analyzed. The first is

conductor energized with a positive dc voltage directly above

voltage.

650mm

Chapter l, lntroduction

a laboratory line consisting of a

a conductor energized with an ac

Conductor 1

dc conductor
r=0.815 mm

Conductor 2
ac conductor
r=0.815 mm

t
150mm

@

Figure 1.1: Line 1, Laboratory Line.
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The second geometry is based on a modified Manitoba Hydro Gulfport line tower, with a bipolar

dc transmission line replacing the ground wires of a three phase ac line. The third geometry is

the same as the second with the dc line situated at a greater height.

dc cond. 1

@

ac cond. A

@

Figure 1.2: Lines 2 and 3.

dc cond. 2

@

ac cond. B

@ ac cond. c

@

o_
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Conductor Geometrv 'l Geometrv 2
X lm) Y (m) X (m) Y lm)

dc1
dc2
acA
acB
acC

-4.57
4.57

-5.49
0.0
5.49

16.34
16.34
12.38
1 4.20
12.38

-4.57
4.57

-5.49
0.0
5.49

17.34
17.34
12.38
14.20
12.38

Table 1.1: Dimensions of Line Geometries 2 and 3.

The radii of the conductors in Geometries 2 and 3 are: dc conductors 1.7S5 cm, ac

conductors 1.599 cm. The height of the conductors in geometries 2 and 3 is taken as the

average height, i.e. the maximum height minus 2/3 of the sag.

The h/r (heighVradius) ratios for the three lines are: Line 1: 9g2 dc, 798 ac; Line 2:

931 dc,815 and 935; Line 3: 988 dc,815 and 935 ac. The similarity of the h/r ratios for the

experimental with those of the actual line should ensure that the results for the experimental

line will follow the same pattern as those for the actual line [1g].

10 -
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ÐC CORCIrüA frñODFL

The assumption used by Maruvada et al. [3] that the ac voltage does not significantly

affect the Ìhe trajectories of ions in a hybrid acldc is used to reduce the problem to thal of a

dc corona problem. This chapter gives the model adopted for dc corona including all

assumptions and simplifications.

The equation governing the dc field in the presence of space charge is as before:

v.[(v2Õ)vÕ]=0 (2.1)

The above equation implies the use of the five assumptions given in Subsection 1..1.1.

An iterative Finite Element method is used to solve the above equation in the inter-

electrode region in order to partially eliminate the Deutsch assumption. (The assumption that

the direction of the electric field is unaffected by the presence of space charge.) To minimize

the area in which the ionized field must be determined the artificial boundary is placed so that

the region of interest ( the region in which the FE method is used to solve for the ionized field)

includes only the area of the electric flux between two conductors. As shown in Figure 2.1 the

region of interest includes only the electric field lines between the two conductors. The

bounding electric field line is determined from the space charge free field and a natural Neuman,

d<Þ/dn=0, boundary condition is imposed on this boundary. This results in the Deutsch

assumption being imposed on the boundaries of the region of interest.

- 11
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Figure 2.1: Electric Field Lines and Solution Region, Geometry 1.
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Chapter 2, DC Corona Model

This artificial boundary is a departure from previous FE solutions for dc corona [17],

[18] and [19]. These solutions all use an artificial boundary remote from any conductors,

assuming that far from the conductors there will be limited space charge and ionized field can

be approximated by the space charge free field. The advantage of the artificial boundary used

in this thesis is that it limits the area of the region of interest, decreasíng the time necessary

for the solution and/or making it possible to increase the accuracy of the solution. The

disadvantage is that the Deutsch assumption must be used on the artificial boundary where it

may not be valid possibly resulting in inaccurate results.

Another advantage of the present choice for the artificial boundary is that the solution

region will only contain two conductors. As a result, in multiconductor lines (Geometries 2 and

3) the entire problem area can be subdivided into smaller regions each containing two

conductors and all the electric flux lines originating on one of the conductors and ending on the

other. This results in the subdivision of the problem into several smaller problems, reducing

the time needed for a solution.

The boundary conditions used in the method are:

(Þ=Veq on the surface of dc conductors.

Õ=0 on the surface of ac conductors.

l-dÕ/dnl=Eo on the surface of dc conductors.

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

Maruvada et al. [3] used the fact that the ac voltage did not effect the trajectories of

ions in a hybrid acldc system to assume that the ac voltage had no effect on the dc corona.

However, although it may not affect the trajectories of ions significantly, the ac potential may

affect the corona on dc conduclors through changes in the magnitude of the electric field and/or

the number of ions formed. As the experimental results presented later in this thesis will

show, the ac voltage does have a significant effect on the magnitude of the corona current

discharged from the dc line. The effect of the ac voltage is included in this analysis through rhe

13



Chapter 2, DC Corona Model

use of an "equivalent" dc voltage, Vsq, on the dc conductor. This equivalent voltage is

determined by an analysis of the effect of the ac voltage on lhe electric field on the surface of

the dc conduclor. Only the effect of the ac voltage on the dc current injected into ihe ac

conductor is examined, the effect of the ac conductor on the electric and potential fields in the

region of interest is not examined.

The third boundary condition used, l-dÕ/dnl=Eo on the surface of dc conductors, is

based on the Kaptzov assumption. The value of Es is determined using Peek's equation [20, pS.

231:

Eo=30m(1 +0.301 /{r) [kV/cm] (2.5)

where r is the radius of the conductor in question (in [cm]) and m is the surface facror. The

surface factor is used to account for non-smooth conductors. For a small radius conductors,

such as those in the laboratory line, surface irregularities have little effect [20, pg 1g]. The

surface factor can also be used to account for environmental factors such as poor weather with

m=0'5 typical for good weather and m=0.3 for poor weather [20, pg. 19] on full scale

transmission lines. For Geometry 1 surface factors of m=0.g5 and 1.0 are examined and for

Geometries 2 and 3 the surface factor is taken as ffi=0.5.

14



Chapter 3

STERAT'IVE Fth{åT'F ELEMEfl\üT PROCED¡..ïRE

This chapter details the solution for the ionized field between two dc conductors by the

iterative Finite Element (FE) method. The results obtained are presented in the next chapter.

3"I Outline of the lterative FE Frocedure

Equations (1.1)-(1.4) can be combined to form a pair of second order partial

differential equations:

The boundary conditions for these equations are the potentials on the ac and dc conductors.

y26=_p/eo

V.(pVÕ) =0

Õ=Veq on the surface of dc conductors.

@=0 on the surface of ac conductors.

(3.01 )

(3.02)

(3.03)

(3. o4)

where Vsq is the dc voltage plus an additional voltage to account for the ac potential. ln the

remainder of this chapter the effect of the ac potential is ignored and thus voltage on the ac

conductor is taken al zero and Vsq is equal to Vdc.

The space charge distribution (p) in equations (3.01) and (3.02) is initially unknown and

must be approximated. Using this approximation equations (3.01) and (3.02) are each solved

separately with the boundary conditions given by equations (3.03) and (3.04) and a natural

Neuman (d<Þ/dn=0) boundary condition on the artificial boundary. As the approximation for the

space charge distribution is inaccurate, the solutions for the electric and potential fields

determined by equations (3.01) and (3.02) will be different. A new approximation for the

space charge distribution is then made based on lhe old approximation and the difference

15 -



Chapter 3, lterative Finite Element procedure

between the solutions to equations (3.01) and (3.02). The solutions for the electric field on the

dc conductor surface obtained from equations (3.01) and (3.02) will also be different from the

third boundary condition ( l-dÕ/dnl=Eo on the surface of the coronating dc conductor.) This

difference also provides information for the updated approximation for the space charge

distribution. The third boundary condition should ensure that the fields determined by equations

(3'01) and (3.02) converge to a unique solution. This iterative procedure is continued until the

solutions for the electric and potential fields given by eguations (3.01) and (3.02) are

substantially the same and the third boundary condition is met by the two solutions. As rhere

will always be some difference between the two solutions for the ionized field, lhe final

solution for the electric and/or potential field at any point is taken as the average of the fields

given by the solutions to equations (3.01) and (3.02) at that point. The dc current injected into

the ac conductor is determined from the final approximation for the space charge distribution.

The iterative FE procedure is used for various dc voltages resulting in Current-Voltage

characteristics for each geometry.

The steps ¡n the method are:

1' The limits of the region of interest are determined: Subsection 3.2.3.

2. The region is divided into triangular elements for the FE solution: Section 3.S.

3. An initial approximation for the space charge distribution is made: Section 3.4.

4. Equations (3.01) and (8.02) are sotved in the region by the FE method.

5. Based on the difference between lhe solutions to equations (3.01) and (3.02) and the

third boundary condition, the approximation for the space charge distribution is updated:

Subsection 3.5.3.

6. The difference the solutions to equations (3.01) and (S.02) is evaluated. lf the

difference is greater than the exit criteria steps 4-6 are repeated, if the solution does meet

the exit criteria the iterative solution is complete: subsection 8.s.2.

7' The total corona current injected into the ac conductors is determined from the final

solution for the ionized field and the final space charge distribution: Section 3.6.
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3"2 The Space tharge Free Flectrlc Field

The space charge free field is the electric or potential field determined without

considering the presence of space charge. The solution for the space charge free field has two

uses. The first is to show the effect of the alternating ac voltage on the direction of the

electric field and thus the lrajectories of ions and the second is to delermine the artificial

boundary for the FE mesh.

3.2.1 Determination of the space Gharge Free Electrlc Field

The space sharge free electric field is determined by approximating each conductor by

an infinite line of charge located at the center of the conductor. The effect of the ground plane

is included by imaging each conductor through the ground plane. E.g. an image of each

conductor, bearing the opposite charge, is placed at the same distance below the ground plane

as the actual conductor is above the ground plane. The magnitude of the line of charge replacing

each conductor is determined from:

r qi 
'J3JieN lr ¡l

(3.05)

where Õ¡ is the voltage on conductor i, r¡ is the radius of conductor i, rgi is the distance from

the center of the conductor to the ground plane, N is the sel of all conductors (including imaged

conductors) and q¡ is the magnitude of the line of charge replacing conductor i. Using equation

(3.05) for all conductors a system of equations is formed:

Õ.: 1
^ | 

Zæeo

Õ:PQ
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Chapter 3, Iterative Finite Element Procedure

where @ is the column vector of the conductor vollages, Q is the column vector of the

magnitudes of the lines of charge replacing the conductors, and P is the square coefficient

matrix' The magnitude of charge replacing each conductor is determined by inverting the

coefficient matrix:

Q=P-1o (3.07)

Knowing the charges on each conductor, the space sharge free electric and potential fields at

any point can be determined from:

F(p) =+å#',

o(p) = 
*,2*0, 

I'|iîl

(3.08)

and

(3,0e)

where p is the point in question and r¡p is the vector from line of charge i to the point p. This

method is suitable for determining the space sharge free field when the h/r ratios for

conductors are greater than ten [21] as is the case in all lhe geometries used.

- 18 -
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3.2.2 The Effect of the AC potential on lon Trajectories

This subsection shows that the "average" effect of the ac potential on the trajectories

of ions is negligible in order to justify the use of the same artificial boundaries for both zero

and non-zero ac voltages. This is a verification of the results presented by Maruvada et al.

t3l.

The time varying space sharge free electric field for the first geometry is determined

by the method presented in the previous section with the following voltages on conductors.

V=Vdc on dc conductor.

V=r/2 V"" cos(rot-õ) on ac conductor.

$=rE(r,t)or

(3.1 0)

(3.1 1 )

The effect of the ac potential on ion trajectories is determined by tracing the paths of

ions emitted by the dc conduclor in Geometry 1. The velocity of an ion is given by:

(3.12)

Where r is the position vector, k is the ionic mobility (taken as 0.0001s [m2lV.s1 for positive

ions [6]) and the space sharge free electric field is determined as previously. The path of an

ion is determined by integrating equation (3.12) with respect to time as shown in Appendix A.1.

The path of an ion emitted from the dc conductor can be completely determined knowing: the

point on the surface of the dc conductor from which it is emitted, the magnitudes of the dc and

ac potentials and lhe phase angle of the ac potential at the t¡me at which the ion is emitted. The

net effect of the ac voltage on ion trajectories is found by determining whether an ion emitted

from the dc conductor lands on the ac conductor or the ground plane. As shown in Figure 3.2,

the angles 0¡¿¡ and 0¡i¡ are the maximum and minimum angles on the dc conductor from

within which an ion emitted will reach the ac conductor. E.g. lons emitted at an angle omin < 0 <
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0r"¡ will reach the ac conductors while ions outside that range will land on the ground plane. lf

the dc and ac potentials are constant, 0max and 0¡¡¡ will only be influenced by the phase angle

of the ac potential.

70

u)
c)
E
o,o60
a --

E
5
E.T
(d

Eo50
o)

F

120 1 80 240
Phase Angle [degrees]

300 360

Figure 3.1: Theta maximum Versus phase Angle (ô), Geometry 1, vdc=3g kv.

Figure 3.1 shows the maximum angle on the surface of the dc conduclor at which an ion

emitted will land on the ac conductor and not the ground plane. The phase angle (ô) is the phase

angle of the of the ac potential measured at the point in time when the ion is emitted from the dc

conductor. As shown in Figure 3.2, theta is measured from the vertical in Geometry 1 and due

to symmetrY, 0min=-0max. The results presented in Figure 3.1 demonstrate that the greater

the ac voltage the greater effect it has on 0¡¡¿y and thus the ion trajectory. However, for

every ac voltage the average over the phase angle of the maximum theta is only minimally

affected by the ac voltage.

AC Voltage
lkvl

Average value of 0¡¿¡
[degreesl

0
10
20

55.20
55.02
54.38

Table 3.1: Average Value of g¡¿¡ versus AC potential, Geometry 1, Vdc=3g kV.

Vac=29 ¡Y
Vac=1 o kV
Vac=o kV

20
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As a result the average number of electric field lines originating on the dc conductor

and terminating on the ac conductor is unaffected by the ac voltage. The above results are

assumed to be valid for Geometries 2 and 3.

3.2.3 Determination of the Region of lnterest

The region of interest is the region in which the solution is determined. The artificial

boundaries of the region of interest are the space charge free electric field lines which leave

the dc conductor at angles of 0¡¿¡ and 0¡n¡¡ with the ac voltage equal to zero. As stated

previously, the use of this artificial boundary assumes that the Deustch assumption is valid

along these lines. ln the iterative FE solution a natural Neuman boundary condition is applied on

the arlificial boundary.

0 r"*

,,' - 0 (Thete)
Electrostatic
Field Lines Artif icial

Boundari es

Figure 3.2: Artificial Boundaries, Geometry 1.

Figure 3.2 shows that the artificial boundaries are determined by the average 0¡¿¡ and

0min. Figure 2.1 shows the entire region of interest for Geometry 1.

ln Geometries 2 and 3 there are four solution regions: between conductors 1 and A, 'l

and B, 2 and B, and 2 and C. Each of these regions is analyzed separately with the artificial

boundaries for each of these regions delermined as above. The main analysis is presented for

of lntere
!a! . r r . .

dc conductor

Rer
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the region between conductors 1 and A. The region between conductors 2 and C is a mirror

image of that between 1 and A and the solutions in these two regions will only differ due to

factors such as the difference between positive and negative ionic mobilities and/or a different

inception point for corona on negatively charges conductors. The region between conductors 1

and B (and conductors 2 and B) is very small for Geometries 2 and 3, consisting of less than

two degrees on the dc conductor. As a result the dc corona current injected into conductor B

from conductor 1 will be relatively small. ln addition the dc currents injected into conductor B

from conductors 1 and 2 will be of opposite polarity and thus partially cancel further reducing

the dc current in conductor B. As the current injected into conductor B will be insignificant

compared with that injected into conductors A and c it is not determined.

3.3 fr/lesh Generation

The formation of a mesh is one of the most time consuming parts of a finite element

solution. An automatic mesh generation program is necessary to reduce this time.

The finite element program used, MANFEP 1221, uses triangular elements. The aspect

ratios of the triangular elements has a significant effect on the accuracy of the FE solulion as

will be shown.

3.3.1 Mesh Generation Procedure

The automatic mesh generation procedure is based on tracing the electric field lines

between the two conductors. The steps in the mesh generation program are explained below.

First the number of nodes (triangle vertices) on the surface of the dc conductor is

chosen. The number of triangular elements bordering on the dc conductor will be one less than

the number of nodes on the conductor surface. These nodes are evenly distributed over the

portion of the dc conductor surface bordering the region of interest. The electric field lines

which originate at these dc conductor nodes are determined and lhese field lines divide the

region of interest into a series of corridors, each corridor extending from the dc to the ac
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conductor and the total number of corridors being one less than the number of nodes on the dc

conductor. The electric field lines forming the boundaries of these corridors are in turn divided

into shorter segments. Starting at the dc conductor, the length of the first segment is given by

the parameter L¿6. Each segment, moving away from the dc conductor, increases in length by a

growth factor g.

Length of segment i = gi LO" (3.1 3)

ln the application of (3.13), i=1 on the dc conductor and is increased by 1 for each segment.

This process is continued until half the distance (measured along the field line) to the ac

conductor is reached. Then the same procedure is followed beginning on the ac conductor. This

procedure is repeated for each field line. The end points of each segment form nodes which are

joined with other nodes from adjacent field lines to form triangles. By increasing the length of

the segments further from the conductors the shape of triangles is kept nearly equilateral and

more elements are formed where the electric and potential fields vary mosl rapidly, e.g. near

the conductors. The meshes used for the three geometries are shown in Figures 3.3a-3.3c.

ln the second and third geometries the total angle on the ac conductor in the region of

interest is much greater than the angle on the dc conductor. As a result ¡t is impractical to

have the same number of elements on the ac as the dc conductor and the number of elements on

the ac conductor is doubled in these geometries by subdividing the original triangles on the ac

conductor into smaller triangles. This is shown in Figures 3.3b and 8.3c.

The parameters which must be specified for the mesh generation program are;

- the number of nodes on the dc conductor,

- the initial segment length on the dc and ac conductors,

- and the growth factor.

The triangular elements in MANFEP may be either of the first, second or third order.

The order of elements refers to the maximum order of the variation of the potential within an
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element. MANFEP also allows element sides to be curved lo better conform with the physical

boundaries. A curved boundary is formed by adding nodes on the sides of elements which make

up the boundary, two nodes for third order elements and one node for second order triangles.

The element border is then formed by the third or second order curve through the nodes of the

element. (The elements are referred to a triangles and the centroids of elements are

determined by the average of the element vertices regardless of any curued boundaries.) The

electric field at a node is computed in MANFEP by assigning the node to one of the adjacent

elements.

3.3.2 Evaluation of Mesh Accuracy

The meshes generated are evaluated by comparing the solutions for the space charge

free electric field determined using the numerical (FE) and analytical methods (Section 3.2).

Tables 3.2a-3'2c present the differences between the two solutions for the various meshes

evaluated. The following is a Key to the parameters used in Tables 3.2a-3.2c

Mesh - identifying label.

Ndc - number of nodes on the dc conductor.

Ldc - initial segment lenglh on dc conductor.
(r - radius of dc conductor.)

Lac - initial segment length on ac conductor.
(r - radius of ac conductor.)

g - growth factor.

Order - the order of triangular elements.

Curv' - refers to which element borders are curved to conform with the physical
boundaries.

(all - elements on the conductor and artificial boundaries have their sides curved.
cond. - only elements on the conductor boundaries have their sides curved.
none - no curued boundaries are used.)

Ntri - total number of triangular elements in a mesh.

Nodal error, Centroid error, DC cond. error - the difference between the numerical
(FE) and analytical (Section 5.2) solutions for the electric f¡eld. The root mean square (RMS)
and maximum differences are determined.
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( e r ro r) Rn¡s=

(3.14)

where E¡¡ and Es¡ are the solutions for the magnitude of the electric field at point i

from the FE method and the Section 5.2 method respectively. The difference is determined
separately for: all the nodes, all the triangle centroids and all the dc conductor nodes. The
accuracy of a mesh at the dc conductor is important for the imposition of the Kaptzov 6-dÕ/dnl=Ee on the coronating conductor) boundary condition. ln Tables 3.2a-8.2c the RMS error
is found in the upper left corner of a box and the maximum difference is in rhe lower right
corner.

CPU Time - the time to evaluate the mesh accuracy.
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Table 3.2a: Error in Finite Element Meshes, Geometry 1.

Table 3.2a allows us to make some comments and draw some conclusions about the FE

method and the mesh generation program. The Table shows that the FE method is clearly more

accurate at centroids rather than at nodes. The maximum errors occur at nodes on the

artificial boundary and at the centroids of triangles adjacent to the artificial boundary. The FE

method generally gives less accurate results nearer boundaries. The choices for L6ç and L¿ç

Mesh Ndc Ldc Lac s Ordel Curv. Ntri Nodal
error
RMS/

Maximum
I "/"1

Centroid
error
RMS/

Maximum
t%1

DC cond.
error
RMS/

Maximum
r%l

CPU
time

[sec.l
1 A2na 4 r r '1.5 2 none 116 19.14

>1 00
2.94

11 .2
9.36

12.5
6.72

'lA3a 4 r r 1.5 3 all 116 24.s5
>1 00

2.79
22.4

8.85
17.1

18.85

1 A3ca 4 r r 1.5 3 cond. 116 20.06
>1 00

2.52
14.1

3.99
5.8

13.44

1 A3na 4 I f 1.5 3 none 116 20.9
>100

3.0
13.6

3.5
6.1

9.61

1 B3a 5 I r 1.6 3 all 124 1 9.8
>1 00

2.6
13.0

7.9
17.O

18.70

1 B3ca 5 r r 1.6 3 cond. 124 1 3.1
>1 00

3.9
20.8

4.2
6.1

15.30

1 D3a 4 r r 1.7 3 all 92 23.3
>1 00

3.3
22.O

8.8
17.1

12.90

1 D3ca 4 r r 1.7 3 cond. 92 15.5
>1 00

4.1
18.6

4.3
6.2

9.60

1G3a 4 2r 2r 1.4 3 all 110 1 9.6
>1 00

2.7
20.7

12.s
20.o

17.83

1G3ca 4 2r 2r 1.4 3 cond. 110 8.3
53.1

1.9
8.9

8.5
s.4

12.41

1 G3na 4 2r 2r 14 3 none 110 8.7
52.8

2.2
8.5

7.9
11.1

8.80

1 H3ca 4 r/2 rl2 1.5 3 cond. 132 13.7
94.9

3.6
5_9

5.7
58.7

1 5.60

1l3ca 4 r/2 r 1.4 3 cond. 147 7.9
45.5

1.4
8.0

1.s
2.O

18.22

1 J3ca 5 r/3 r 1.5 3 cond. 182 21.4
>1 00

7.3
40.7

58.9
128.2

25.75

1 K3ca 4 rl2 r 1.6 3 cond. 118 9.7
72.O

1.8
8.5

1.7
2.2

14.01

1 L3ca 5 O.4r r 1.5 3 cond. 176 9.4
72.6

1.2
8.0

1.1
1.7

25.O7

1M3ca 6 0.3 r r 1.5 3 cond. 238 7.8
67.8

1.1
8.1

0.88
1.3

41 .s1
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and the growth factor (g) have a significant effect on the shapes of triangles and the numbers of

triangles. An increase in the number of elements improves the accuracy of a mesh but also

increases the solution time. The use of curved boundaries significantly increases the time of

solution' Curving the conductor boundaries improves the accuracy of the solution near the

conductors but curving the borders of elements on the artificial boundary does not seem to

improve the solution accuracy. Second order elements seem to have almost as good accuracy

as third order elements while significantly decreasing the computation time. However, for an

unknown reason' MANFEP would not allow curved boundaries to be used with second order

elements and therefore meshes using second order elements could not give very accurate

results on the dc conductor surface.

Mesh 1M3ca ís used for the iterative solution for Geometry 1 unless stated otherwise.
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lmml

67s

X [mm]

Figure 3.3a: Finite Element Mesh 1M3ca, Geometry .1.
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Figure 3.3a shows the mesh for Geometry 1. A magnified view of the mesh in the

vicinify of the conductors is on the left.

Table 3.2b: Error in Finite Element Meshes, Geometry 2.

The same comments apply to this table as the previous. All parameters are the same

as before with the exception that: all the meshes use third order elements and Nac is the

number of nodes on the ac conductor. Mesh 2T3ca is used for the iterative solutions.

Mesh Ndc Nac Ldc Lac g Curv. Ntri Nodal
error
RMS/

Maximum
r%l

Centroid
error
RMS/

Maximum
I o/.1

DC cond.
error
RMS/

Maximum
ly"l

CPU

time

|'sec.]
2N3ca 5 o r r 1.6 cond. 189 17 .8

>1 00
¿.o

13.9
3.5

3.8
22.80

2N3na 5 I r Í 1.6 none 189 19.3
>1 00

3.2
1 1.6

2.7
5.0

14.75

2O3ca 5 5 r r 1.6 cond. 153 26.2
>1 00

18.6
>100

3.3
3.6

16.07

2P3ca tf b Í 2r 1.6 cond. 174 17 .O

>1 00
5.7

62.5
3.7

3.9
20.35

2P3na 6 6 r 2r 1.6 none 174 1 6.0
89.6

3.1
15.s

3.2
4.9

13. 13

2Q3ca 5 o f r 1.7 cond. 175 17 .3
>1 00

2.9
1 4.6

3.7
4.O

21.27

2Q3na 5 I r r 1.7 none 175 19.0
87.2

3.5
1 4.7

2.9
s.2

13.43

2R3ca 6 1'l r r 1.7 cond. 218 1 8.1
>1 00

2.1
12.5

3.8
4.1

29.55

2R3na 6 11 r I 1.7 none 218 18.5
>1 00

2.4
12.4

3.1
4.8

1 8.73

2S3ca 7 13 0.8 r r 1.4 cond. 351 7.O
61.4

1.3
10.3

1.4
1.6

62.11

2T3ca 6 11 0.8r r 1.6 cond. 239 11.9
89.5

2.O
10.0

1.6
1.8

34.71
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x lmj

Figure 3.3b: Finite Element Mesh 2TSca, Geometry 2.

Figure 3.3b shows the mesh used for Geometry 2. The mesh in the vicinity of the

conductors, shown to the left, is enlarged SX the given scale.

-4-5-b-7-8
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Table 3.2c: Error in Finite Element Meshes, Geometry 3.

All the meshes in Table 3.2c use third order elements. Mesh 3A3ca is used for the

iterative solutions.

Mesh Ndc Nac Ldc Lac g Curv. Ntri Nodal
êrr or
RMS/

Maximum
I "/"1

Cenlroid
error
RMS/

Maximum
| "/"1

DC cond.
error
RMS/

Maximum
l%1

CPU

time

[sec.l
3A3ca o 11 0.8 r r 1.6 cond. 197 1 6.0

I9.5
2.56

10.8
1.8

2.O
24.82

383ca 6 11 0.8 r r 1.58 cond. 201 18.3
7 5.6

3.23
12.s

2.O
2.2

2s.96

3C3ca 6 11 0.8 r r 1.s7 cond. 206 19.9
6 9.4

2.87
17.5

1.7
2.O

¿o.t I
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-8 -t -b -5 -4
X lmj

Figure 3.3c: Finite Element Mesh 3A3ca, Geometry 3.

Figure 3.3c shows the mesh used for Geometry 3. The mesh near the conductors,

shown to the left, is enlarged 5X the given scale.
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l
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3"4 [nitial Approximat¡on fon the Spaee Ohange

ln the Finite Element program used the space charge densiiy is constant within each

element. Before the iterative procedure can be begun an initial approximation is needed for the

space charge density distribution. This initial approximation for the charge distribution will

affect the convergence of the iterative procedure. Two initial approximations are examined,

the first uses the Deutsch assumption and the second is a simplified approximation based on a

concentric cylinder geometry. The effects of the different initial approximations are

compared, in Section 4.3, on the basis of the number of iterations needed to obtain a final

solution and a comparison of the accuracy of the final solutions obtained.

3.4.1 Deutsch lnltial Approximation

The solution for the space charge distribution using the

using the method of Ciric et al. [14]. The steps in this method

4.2.1. All iterative FE results presented use this Deutsch

otherwise noted. Previous researchers have generally used a

assumption to determine an initial approximation for iterative FE

Deutsch assumption is made

are summarized in Appendix

initial approximation unless

method using the Deutsch

methods [18,19].

3.4.2 Concentric Cylinders lnitial Approximation

The concentric cylinders approximation for the space charge is derived from the

solution for the space charge distribution in an concentric cylinders geometry derived from the

actual geometry. The method summarized in Appendix 4.2.2. This initial approximation is

simpler and can be calculated more quickly than the initial approximation using lhe Deutsch

assumption.
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3.5 Eterative Froeedure

ln the iterative procedure equations (3.01) and (3.02) are each solved separately,

using the FE method, with the boundary conditions given by equations (3.03) and (3.04). The

difference between the lwo solutions for the electric and/or potential f ields provides

information for an update of the charge distribution approximation. The difference between the

electric field at thê dc conductor determined by equations (3.01) and (3.02) and the Kaptzov

boundary condition (l-d@/dnl=E6 on the coronating conductor) also provides information for the

update of the charge distribution. After the update, equations (3.01) and (3.02) are again

solved with the new approximatíon for the space charge distribution. This process is repeated

until the difference between the solutions for the electric and potential fields determined from

equations (3.01) and (3.02) meets some exit crileria. The difference between electric field on

the dc conductor determined from equations (3.01) and (3.02) and Ee provides a further exit

criteria. The update algorithm must be carefully chosen to ensure convergence.

3.5.1 Update Algorithm

The following equation is used for the update algorithm:

pnew =p.d 1,."+#l{f,*==]1,.,=p]}i*f (3 1s,

where Pnew iand pe¡6 ¡are the new and old approximations for the space charge density of

element i. Et ¡ and E2¡ are the absolute values of the electric fields at the centroid of element i

determined from equations (3.01) and (3.02) respectively. This initial (non-exponented) part

of lhis equation is designed to bring convergence between the solutions of equalions (3.01) and

(3.02)' The second (exponented) part of the equation enforces the Kaptzov boundary condition.

E6 is the onset electric field determined using Peek's equaÌion (2.5). E1¡ and E2¡ are the
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absolute values of the solutions for the electric field at dc conductor node j from equations

(3'01) and (3.02) respectively. Each dc conductor node is assigned to a corresponding corridor

of elements. The parameter K is the total number of elements in a corridor. The value of the

integer k is determined by the relative position of an element in a corridor with respect to the

dc conductor, beginning at 1 for elements adjacent to thê dc conductor and increasing linearly

to K for elements adjacent to the ac conductor. This t(K-k)/Kl exponenf ensures that the

correction to enforce the Kaptzov boundary condition has a greater effect near the dc

conductor. ln equalion (3.15) a, B and y are parameters chosen to ensure convergence.

The applicability and efficiency of different updates is evaluated based on the speed

with which they meet the exit criteria. lt was found that the CPU time for the iterative

procedure for a mesh could be approximated by the following relation:

CPU time = O.7 X (Number of lterations) X

(CPU time to evaluate the accuracy of the mesh) [sec.] (3.1 6)

3.5.2 Exit Griteria

The iterative procedure is terminated when the solutions for the electric and potential

fields from equations (3.01) and (3.02) meet the exit criteria. The accuracy of the space

charge free field solution of a given FE mesh (determined in Subsection 3.3.2) gives a lower

limit on the accuracy of the ionized field solution and the final exit criteria were chosen with

this in mind. An evaluation of the suitability of the exit criteria used is given in Subsection

4.4.3.
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(3.1 7)

(3.18)

(3.1 e)

(3.20)

(3.21)

where the RMS (root mean square) difference is determined over all triangle centroids. Also,

to ensure that the Kaptzov boundary condition is met:

where the RMS difference is computed over the dc conductor nodes.

The iterative procedure is stopped when all of the above exit criteria are met

simultaneously.
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3.5.3 Choice of Update Algorithm Parameters

Three variations on equation (S.15) were evaluated.

Constant cr,, B and y

ln this procedure a, B and 1 are kept constant. The choice for the optimum o, B and y is

determined by the number of iterations needed for convergence.

g. p v Number of iterations to meet
exit criteria defined in eouation:

meets
all exit

(3.1 7)
AV

(3.1 8)
AE

(3.1 e)
Âp

(3.20)
ÁEo1

(3.21)
ÀEn2

c rite ri a

1.0 1.0 1.0 4 I 48+ 7 3 48+
1.0 -0.5 - 0.5 4 2 5 I 4 I
1.0 -0.2 -o.2 4 2 4 11 4 11
1.0 -o.2 -o.4 4 2 4 14 3 14

-1.0 - 0.4 -o.2 4 2 5 6 4 6
-1.0 -0.6 -o.2 4 2 6 4 5 t)
-'l .0 -0.5 -o.25 4 2 5 5 4 5
-2.O 1.0 - 0.5 2 1

't 
1 3 2 11

-4.O -2.O -1.0 Does not converoe
- 0.5 -0.25 12s 4 I 2 I 8 s

Table 3.3: convergence of Different constant a,, p and 1's, Geometry 1, m=0.g5,
Vdc=38 kV'

Table 3.3 shows the rates of convergence for different values of ø, B and y. The

relative values of o, p and T are adjusted to so that all the exit crileria are met at

approximately the same iteration. The best relative values of cr, p and 1 for convergence were

with B=0.5cr, and T=0.25G. The speed of convergence generally increases with increasing

magnitudes of cr, B and 1, but if the magnitudes are too large the procedure becomes unstable

and diverges. The 48+ number of iterations indicates that the solutions

slowly, but had not met the exit criteria, when the procedure was stopped

The iterative procedure diverged if any of ø, B or T were positive.

were converging

at 48 iterations.
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Variable c¿, F and 1

The parameters cr, B and y need not remain constant throughout the update. They can be

changed as the number of iterations increases and/or varied for different elements/nodes

based on the position of the elemenVnode within the mesh.

ln the Variable ø, B and y update used the cr for each element (and the B and y for each dc

conductor node) is changed after each iteration based on whether the outcome of lhe previous

iteration was successful. A successful iteration is one where the difference between E1 and E2

at that centroid/node decreases relative to the previous iteration. After a successful step o, p

or 1 is multiplied by the success factor. lf the step is unsuccessful, ø, F or T is multiplied by

the failure factor. ln this update a, p and 1 are initially set equal to 1.0 everywhere.

Success
f acto r

Failure
f actor

Number of iterations to meet
exit c¡iteria defined in equation:

meets
all exit

(3.1 7)
AV

(3.1 8)
AE

(3.1 e)
Âo

(3.20)
ÂEo1

(3.21 )
ÃE¡9

c rite ri a

1.10 -0.90 Does not converoe
I .0s -0.95 36 4 48+ 7 19 48+
1.O2 -0.98 21 4 18 7 21 21

Table 3.4: Variable c¡, p and 1 update convergence, Geometry 1, m=0.gs, v¿ç=gg ft\7.

As Table 3.4 shows, this method can converge but it is slower than using well chosen,

constant cr, B and T parameters.

Update based on the Potential

Very little information is given in the literature about an update algorithm. References

[1 6] and [19] give updates based on the potential, of the form:

Pnew:podfr.lffiJ
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Where Õ1 and @Z are the solutions to equalions (3.01) and (3.02) for the potential and f

is an acceleration constant. No information is given on the enforcement of the third boundary

condition. ln the present work, an update based on the solution for the potential was tested.

f * 1tr rr -'lÉ!]
p n"* i = p o,d l, .-9r-'-Vl 1fr .ul5l fr .rt"::eil\t*-I'Irvvv 'u'u'L Õr¡*o,J \L ' Eo JL"' Eo ll (3.2s)

Õ1¡and Õ-2i are the potentials at the centroid of triangle i, from equations (3.01) and (S.02)

respectively. The only difference between this equation and equation (3.1S) is that the

potential is used in lhe initial (non-exponented) part of the equation instead of the magnitude of

the electric field.

c[ p
T Number of iteralions to meet

exit criteria defined in equation:
meets
all exit

(3.1 7)
AV

(3.1 8)
AE

(3.1 e)
Âo

(3.20)
ÂEo1

(3.21)
AEn2

criteria

1.0 -o.2 - 0.4 12 48+ 0 48+ 48+ 48+
-10.0 -0.5 - 0.25 Does not Converqe
-5.0 -0. s -o.25 6 48+ 6 31 48+ 48+
-1.0 -0.5 -0.25 10 48+ 0 48+ 48+ 48+

Table 3.5: Potential Update Convergence, Geometry 1, m=0.g5, Vdc=3g kV.

Table 3.5 demonstrates that this potential based update takes longer to converge than

the electric field based update (Table 3.3). Furthermore, in this case cr, is negative while in lhe

references, [16] and [19], the corresponding parameter, f, (equation (3.22)) is implied to be

positive. All potential based updates using positive a's diverged.

3.5.4 Comments on lterative Procedure

The update with a, B and y maintained constant is more efficient than the other updates

examined and is used throughout the remainder of this work. Values of: cr between -4 and -1, B

between -2 and -0.5, and y between -1 and -O.25 are used for the update with the optimum
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values depending on the geometry and/or the mesh. In general, for a more accurate FE mesh

larger magnitudes of cr, p and l can be used and convergence is faster.

Figures 3.4a'3.4e show the changes in the exit crileria parameters with respect to the

number of iterations for three different sets of a, B and 1 values.

0.0

0 10
Number of lterations

Figure 3,4a: Exit Parameter ÂV Versus lteration, Geometry 1, m=1.0, V6ç=gQ

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

o.4

o.2

0.0

Number of lterations

Figure 3.4b: Exit Parameter ÂE Versus lteration, Geometry 1, m=1.0, V6"=5g ¡y.

G' 0'6
o\

;
o.4

kv.

I
I.IJ

302010

s;4.0, F=-2.0, f--1.0

s=-2.0, þ-1.0, p-{.5

6¿--!.Q, p=-{.5, F-0.25

ot--4.0, P=-2.0, F-l.0

a=-2.0, þ-1.0, p-0.5

o=-1.0, B=-0.5, iÊ-025
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10 20
Number of lterations

Parameter Âp Versus lteration, Geometry 1 , m=1 .0, V66=50 kV.

10 20 30
Number of lteration

Parameter ÁEe1 Versus lteration, Geometry 1, m=1.0, V6.=5g

ò9

o
LU

5

4

3

2

1

0

Figure 3.4d: Exit kv.

o=4.0, þ-2.0, 1e-1.0

a;-2.0, Þ=-1.0, F-0.5

o=-1.0, ß=*0.5, y=--0j5

*- cr=-4.0, V-z.o,^r--l.O

s=-2.0, F=-1.0,')=-0.5

cr=-1.0, B=-{.5, y-0.25

Exit Criteria
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Number of lteration

Figure 3.4e: Exit Parameter ÁE62 Versus lteration, Geometry 1, m=1.0, Vdc=50 kV.

The preceding figures give a more complete picture of the effects of cr, p and y on the

convergence of the various exit criteria. The c¿=-4.0, g=-2.0, T=-1.0 update diverges in this

case. When cr, B and t have a relatively large magnitude, the exit criteria parameters do not

converge monotonically and as a result, for large magnitudes of cr, p and y, (e.g. lcrl>2) the

iterative procedure is not stopped until the all the exit criteria are met for two consecutive

iterations.

The Effect of the Mesh Accuracy on Convergence

As stated the accuracy of a mesh affects the number of iterations needed for

convergence.

Mesh Centroid
error

RMS I%I

DC Cond.
error

RMS I%I

Number of
Iters. for

converqence

CPU

time
sec.l

1l3ca
1M3ca

1.4
1.1

1.5
0.88

12
11

129.s2
283.45

Table 3.6a: Effect of Mesh on Convergence, Geometry 1, m=1.0, Vdc=SO kV.

3020

otF4.O, Ê-2.0,1--- 1 .0

a-:2.0, þ-1.0, ¡--0.5

o=-1.0, p=-0.5, y-0.25
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Mesh Centroid
error

RMS I%I

DC Cond.
error

RMS I%]

Number of
Iters. for

converoence

æU
time

f sec.
2N3ca
2T3ca

2.6
2.O

3.5
1.6

18
13

333.94
378.77

Table 3.6b: Effect of Mesh on Convergence, Geometry 2, Vdc=300 kV.

ln the above tables lhe errors are the differences between the numerical and analytic

solutions for the space charge free fields as determined in Subsection 3.3.2. The c¿, B and 1

parameters used in the update are the same for the different meshes. Tables 3.6a and 3.6b

show that a mesh with a more accurate field solution reduces lhe number of iterations needed

for convergence. This result also tends to confirm the assumption that a mesh giving a more

accurate spacs charge free field solution will also give a more accurate ionized field solution.

These results also show that but that the overall solution time increases for the more accurate

mesh due to the greater time needed for each iterations.

lnformation on the effect of the in¡tial approximation for the space charge distribution

on convergence and the effect of the dc voltage on convergence is given in Subsection 4.8.1.

3.6 Galculation of the lnjected Corona Current

The injected corona current is the dc current injected into the ac conductor by corona.

This current was determined by two methods.

3.6,1 lntegratlon over DC Conductor Surface

The first method of determining the dc current injected into the (grounded) ac

conductor during corona is to determine the current leaving the dc conductor within the limits

of the artificial boundaries is determined. All this current must reach the ac conductor.
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(3.24)

3.6.2 lntegration over the Region of lnterest

The preceding method for determining the dc injected current has the disadvantage that

it uses results from only one section of the region of interest to determine the injected current.

There may be errors in the calculation of the space charge distribution on the surface of the dc

conductor which are not present elsewhere. ln order to eliminate this possibility a second

method of determining the dc injected current is tested which uses the solution for the ionized

field throughout the region of interest and should average any errors which occur in the

solution for the ionized field. ln this method the corona current passing through each element in

the same direction as the space charge free electric field is determined. The average current

for each corridor is determined by averaging the current through all the elements of that

corridor. The total current is then the sum of the averages for all corridors.

Corridor Current in Corridor [uA/ml
Number Averaoe Minimum Maximum

1

2
3
4
5

2.68
2.s2
2.08
1 .44

0.665

2.54
2.36
1.92
1.20

o.482

2.81
2.63
2.13
1.59

0.803

Table 3.7: Limits on the current in a corridor, Geometry 1, m=1 .0, Vdc=sg kV.

Table 3.7 shows the limits on the current through each element of a corridor in

Geometry 1. The corridors are numbered consecutively from the axis of symmetry (Figure

3.3a)' Each corridor is one element wide and consists of approximately 50 elements. The

variation of the current within a corridor gives some idea of the accuracy of the calculation of

the current. The most significanl variation is in the fifth tube. This tube is adjacent to the
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artificial boundary and as noted in Section 3.3 the FE method gives less accurate results near

boundaries and this must be responsible for some of this variation. However the variation may

also be caused because the Deutsch assumption is not a good approximation in this region,

suggesting that the artificial boundary is poorly chosen. ln the case of the total current the

averaging and the fact that the fifth corridor provides only a small portion of the total current

should eliminate most of the effects of any inaccuracies.

3.6.3 comparison of Methods for Determining the lnjected current

The results from the two methods for determining the dc injected current are compared

below.
Vdc lnjected Current [uA/ml
tkvl dc conductor

inteoration
overall

inteoration
38.0
40.0
4s.0
50.0
s5.0
60.0

4.63
6.7 5

13.1
20.7
29.7
39.9

4.61
6.73

13.0
20.7
29.6
39.8

Table 3.8: Comparison of Methods for Determining dc lnjected Current, Geometry 1,
m=0.95.

There is almost no difference between the results for the total current determined by

the two methods. Therefore the method of integrating around the dc conductor is used as it is

simpler.
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24

22

20

18

16

14

12

10

Number of lteration

Figure 3.5: lnjected Current Versus lteration, Geometry 1, m=1 .0, V66=S0 kV.

Figure 3.5 is a companion to Figures 3.4a-3.4e, showing the dc current injected into the

ac conductor in Geometry 1 as a function of the number of iterations for three sets of cr, B and y

values.

EI
=
c
c)

fo
oo
o
c

a=-2.0, þ-1.0, ¡--0.5

u-4.0, P=-2.0, 1e-1.0

c¿=-1.0, Ê=-{.5, y4.25
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HES¡..ILTS OF ¡T'ERAT'IVE F¡hI¡T'F Eå.FMEruT NNETü.{OD

This chapter presents the results for the dc injected current determined by the

iterative Finite Element method presented in the previous chapter. The effect of a non-zero ac

potent¡al is considered in the next chapter.

4"1 Compar¡son w¡th Fxperimental Results

Experimental results giving the dc current injected into the ac line are available for the

laboratory line [23]. The laboratory line has the dimensions of Geometry 1 and is three meters

long' The accuracy of the experimental results is poor, particularly for low levels of corona.

x - Experimental Results

Calculated results, m=0.95

Calculated results, m=1.0

34 36 38 40
Vdc [kV]

42 44

Figure 4.1: dc lnjected Current - Experimental and Calculated, Geometry 1, Vac=g.

Figure 4.1 shows the dc current injected into the ac line from the dc line in Geometry 1.

The calculated results are determined by the iterative Finite Element method with the Deutsch

assumption used to determine the initial space charge approximation. The calculated results

are in broad agreement with the experimental for a surface factor of between 0.g5 and 1.0.

15

E
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c
o
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E
o
()E
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4.2 cornparison of Deutsch and Finite Element solutions
As mentioned, the Deutsch assumption states that the direction of the electric field is

unaffected by the presence of the space charge. ln this section the injected current determined

by the method using the Deutsch assumption [14] (Subsection 3.4.1) is compared with the

injected current determined using the iterative Finite Element method. As noted previously,

the iterative FE method does not elimínate the Deutsch assumption completely but imposes it on

the artificial boundary. Also, the iterative FE method uses the space charge determined by the

Deutsch assumption method as an initial approximation. The method employing the Deutsch

assumption should give accurate results for low levels of corona - where the magnitude of the

space charge is small and thus has limited effect on the direction of the electric field.

40

c\30
=
c
c)

5eo()
Þ
a)
ootrio

Figure 4.2a: dc lnjected Current
Vac=0.

Vdc [kV]

Deutsch and Finite Elemenl, Geometry 1, m=1.0,

Figure 4.2a shows that the Deutsch and lterative Finite Element methods give almost

the same current-voltage characteristics for Geometry 1. For higher voltages the Finite

Element method gives slightly greater values for the injected current than the Deutsch method

but the difference is not significant. The experimental results are for dc voltages less than 45

kV; in this range of voltages the Deutsch and Finite Element solutions are practically identical.
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0

175 225 37s 425

Figure 4.2b2 dc lnjected Current - Deutsch and Finite Element, Geometry 2, Vac=g.

+l- Deutsch
'@- Finite Element

275 325
Vdc [kV]

1.5

E
ìg 1.0

o
L
fo
!
o
E o.s'-

0.0

175 225
r'¡

275 325
Vdc [kV]

I r ----------l

375 425

Figure 4.2c= dc lnjected Current - Deutsch and Finite Element, Geometry 3, Vac=g.

Figures 4.2b and 4.2c show similar results as Figure 4.2a. The Deutsch and Finite

Elemenl methods give very similar results for low levels of corona, while for higher levels of

corona the Finite Element method gives slightly higher values for the injected corona current.

The Deutsch approximation method is considerably simpler to ¡mplement and faster than

the FE method. The CPU time to determine the Deutsch solution at the nodes of a given mesh is
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approximately equal to the time fo||.5 iterations of the FE method using the same mesh. The

above results indicate lhat the Deutsch assumptions does not have a significant effect on the

injected current confirming the conclusion of Janischewskyj et al. [18] that methods using the

Deutsch assumption give adequate results.

4"3 Compar¡son CIf the lnitial ApproNimat¡ons

The two initial approximations for the space charge distribution are the one using the

Deutsch assumption and a simplified approximation based on an "equivalent" concentric

cylinders geometry (Section 9.4).

4.3.1 Speed of Convergence

The relative speeds of convergence of the lwo methods gives some idea of the

advantages of the simplified initial approximation. The longer CPU time needed to evaluate the

Deutsch in¡tial approximation can be included by adding 1.S iterations to the number of

iterations needed for convergence. The time needed to evaluate the Concentric Cylinders initial

approximation is negligible by comparison.

Vdc
IKVI

Number of lterations for convergence:
Deutsch Concentric Cvlinders

34.2
35
38
40
45
50
55
60

Corona Onset
13
12
12
11

11

12
12

Corona Onset
30+
37
39
26
23
22
22

Table 4.1a: Convergence for Deutsch and Concentric Cylinders lnitial
Approximations, Geometry 1, m=1.0, cr=-1.0, F=-0.5, T=-0.25.

Table 4.1a shows that the Deutsch initial approximation provides substantially faster

convergence than the concentric cylinders initial approximation.
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Vdc
tkvt

Number of lterations for convergence:
Deutsch Concentric Cvlinders

198.5
200
225
250
275
300
325
350
375
400

Corona Onset
30+
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

Corona Onset

23
17
15
14
12
11
11
11

Table 4.1b: Convergence for Deutsch and Concentric Cylinders lnitial
Approximations, Geometry 3, a=-2.O, F=-1 .0, "1=-0.5.

Table 4.1b shows that the Concentric Cylinders initial approximation converges faster

for Geometry 3. (Different values of cr, B and y were used in the updates for the two different

initial approximations for Geometry 2 and the results for the number of iterations for

convergence cannot be compared.)

As tables 4.1a and 4.1b give contradictory results, convergence must be dependant on

additional factors. To get a better understanding of the effects of the initial approximation on

convergence the following two figures show the changes in the ¡V parameter as a function of

the number of iterations for the two different initial approximations. The exit criteria on the

AV parameter was always the last of the five exit criteria (equations (3.17)-(3.21)) to be met

for Geometry 3 and therefore these figures should give a good measure of the accuracy of the

solution after each iteration.
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10
Number of lterations

Figure 4.3a: Exit Parameter ÂV versus lteration,
approximation.

Geometry 3, Deutsch initial

10
Number of lterations

Figure 4.3b: Exit Parameter AV versus lleration, Geometry 3, Concentric Cylinders
initial approximation.

Figures 4.3a and 4.3b show two effects of the initial approximation on the convergence

of the iterative FE procedure. The first is that at the start of the procedure using the

Concentric Cylinders initial approximation ÁV is much larger (approximately 10X larger) than

ÂV for the procedure using the Deutsch initial approximation. This agrees with our

expectations that the Deutsch initial approximation is more accurale than the Concentric
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Chapter 4, Results of lterative Finite Element Method

Cylinders initial approximation. The greater initial accuracy of the Deutsch initial

approximation was observed for every geometry. The second effect of the initial

approximation shown in Figures 4.3a and 4.3b is that the procedure using the Concentric

Cylinders initial approximation meets the exit criteria (AV < O.2o/") belore the procedure using

the Deutsch initial approximation. This indicates that while the Concentric Cylinder initial

approximation is less accurate than the Deutsch, the relative decrease in 
^V 

for each iteration

of procedures using lhe Concentric Cylinder initial approximation is greater than that for

procedures using the Deutsch initial approximation. However this effect was not observed for

every geometry. Specifically, for Geometries 2 and 3 for procedures using the Concentric

Cylinder initial approximation the relative decrease in the exit parameters for each iteration

was greater than for procedure using the Deutsch initial approximation, while for Geometry 1

the initial approximation did not affect the relative decrease in the exit paramelers. This

coupled with the evidence of Tables 4.1a and 4.1b leads to the conclusion that the effect of the

initial approximation on the number of iterations needed for convergence depends greatly on the

line geometry. There is no obvious reason why this should be so.

Figures 4.3a and 4.3b allow some observations on the effect of the dc potential on the

convergence of the iterative procedure. These figures show that the initial AV is greater for

greater potentials while Tables 4.1a and 4.1b show that the number of iterations needed for

convergence decreases as the dc potential increases. This leads to the conclusion that the

relative reduction in the exit criteria parameters, per iteration, increases as the dc potential

increases. This can be explained by the greater effect the space charge distribution has on the

ionized field when lhe dc potential increases. For a dc potential near corona onset there is only

a small amount of space charge and as a result the accuracy of the space charge distribution

does not have a significant effect on the ionized field. ln this case lhe ionized field is similar to

the space charge free field. For a greater dc potential more space charge will be created and

the space charge distribution will have a significani effect on the ionized field. The net result
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Chapter 4, Results of lterative Finite Element Method

of the above is that the accuracy of the space charge distribution and tho accuracy of the

ionized field solution will be more closely linked for higher dc potentials.

4.3.2 DC lnjected Current

ln this section the solutions for the dc current injected in the ac line obtained with

different initial approximations are examined.

Vdc [kV]

Figure 4.4a: dc lnjected Current - Comparison of the effect of the lnitial
Approximation, Geometry 1, m=1.0.

ln the legend for the above figure, Deutsch and CC refer to the Deutsch and Concentric

Cylinders initial approximations, while lnit. refers to the injected current determined from the

initial approximation for the space charge and Final refers to injected current determined from

the solution for the space charge distribution after the iterative procedure meets the exit

criteria. E.g. Deutsch lnit. is the injected current determined using the Deutsch assumption

solution (Subsection 3.4.1), while Deutsch Final is the iterative FE solution which uses the

Deutsch assumption solution for the initial space charge approximation. Figure 4.4a shows that

final results obtained for the injected current with the different initial approximations in

Geometry 1 are close. The accuracy of the dc injected current obtained from Concentric

Cylinders initial approximation is very poor.
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275 325
Vdc [kV]

Figure 4.4b= dc lnjected Current - Comparison of the effect of the lnitial
Approximation, Geometry 2.

The final solution for the injected current in Geometry 2 do not appear to be affected by

the initial approximation. For this geometry the Concentric Cylinders initial approximation is

greater than the final result while for Geometry 1 it was significantly lower than the final

res u lts.
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Figure 4.4c2 dc lnjected Current - Comparison of

Approximation, Geometry 3.
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Chapter 4, Results of lterative Finite Element Method

ln Figure 4.4c lhe final solutions for the dc injected current obtained with the different

initlal approximations are indistinguishable. Figures 4.4a-4.4c demonstrate that the final

solution for the dc current injected into ac conductors is not affected by the initial

approximation for the space charge distribution.

4.3.3 Space Charge Distribution on the Coronating Conductor

The variation of the space charge density around the conductor surface can also be

determined from the various solutions.

---+H @ Deutsch lnit.
s Deutsch Final
n CC lnit.
@ CC Final

60
Theta [degrees] theta max

Figure 4.5a: Variation of Space Charge around dc Conductor Surface, Geometry 1,
m=1.0, Vdc=50 kV.

The above figure shows thê distribution of the space charge on the part of the

coronating conductor within the region of interest. The space charge within each triangle in the

FE method is constant and is shown as such in this figure to emphasize the non-smooth nature of

modelling the space charge in the FE method.

Figure 4.5a shows a substantial difference between the final solutions obtained for the

space charge distribution on the surface of the dc conductor using the different initial

approximations. The low magnitude of the Concentric Cylinders initial approximation is to be

expected given the low magnitude of the current-voltage characteristics determined from this
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Chapter 4, Results of lterative Finite Element Method

approximation (Figure 4.4a). The fact that the initial approximation for the space charge

distribution affects the final result indicates that the final solution may be non-unique. The dc

injected current is proportional to the area under the space charge density curves which

explains why the results for the dc injected current obtained using the two different initial

approximations were very similar while the results for the space charge density differ.
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Figure 4'5b: Variation of Space Charge around dc Conductor Surface, Geometry 1,
m=1.0, Vdc=60 kV

Figure 4.5b demonstrates that the trends observed in Figure 4.4a are also valid for

higher levels of corona activity.
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0

210 220 230 240
ïheta [degrees]

Figure 4.5c: Variation of Space Charge around dc Conductor Surface, Geometry 2,
Conductor 1, V¿6=399 ¡y.

Again Figure 4.5c shows the final results for the space charge distribution on the dc

conductor obtained using the two initial approximations are also significantly different for the

second geometry.

ln all the results for the space charge distribution on the dc conductor surface, the

Deutsch assumption solution is close to the Finite Element solution using the Deutsch initial

approximation while the Finite Element solution using the concentric cylinder initial

approximation is close to neither.

4.4 Accuracy of the lterative FE Resuits

The difference between the Finite Element solutions obtained with different init¡al

approximations suggests that an evalualion of the accuracy of the Finite Element results is

needed. There is no exact solution known for the problem considered and as a result the

accuracy of the solution obtained using the iterative Finite Element method is difficult to

determine.

Three methods are used to evaluate the accuracy of the finite element solution. The

first method is to examine the error introduced in each step of lhe FE procedure and estimate
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Chapter 4, Results of lterative Finite Element Method

the effect of this error on the final solution. The second is to compare the final results obtained

with experimental results. The third method is to compare the final solutions obtained using

different update versions. E.g. change part of the procedure and examine the effect this has on

the final solution. Each method has it's own advantages and limitations.

4.4.1 lnaccuracy lnherent in the tterative FE Method

The accuracy of the space charge free solution determined using each mesh was

examined in Subsection 3.3.2. The solutions to each of equations (3.01) and (3.02) using the

same meshes can be assumed to have similar errors. ln addition, error is introduced by the

difference between the final solutions for the electric and potential fields from (3.01) and

(3.02) as set by the exit criteria. The error in the final solutions for the ionized field should be

a combination of these two errors. This should result in an error roughly on the order of <2/o

rms and <57" maximum in the final solutions for the ionized field given that all assumptions are

valid.

The accuracy of the solution obtained for the space charge distribution can be estimated

from the accuracy for the solutions to the electric and potential fields. However as noted in

Subsection 4.3'1, the solution for the ionized field is not closely linked with that for the space

charge, particularly near onset. As a result the accuracy of the solution for the space charge

distribution is unknown but it is assumed to be less accurate than the solutions for the ionized

f ield.

The solution for the injected current is determined from the space charge density at the

dc conductor and should be as accurate as the solution for the space charge density.

4.4.2 Comparison with Experimental

The accuracy of the solution method can only be determined by comparing it with

experimental results. The comparison is limited because there are only experimental results

for the total injected current and these experimental results include the effects of inaccuracies
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Chapter 4, Results of lterative Finite Element Method

in the experiment. Both the Deutsch and the iterative Finite Element results agree well with the

experimental results (Figure 4.1) but this is not conclusive proof of the accuracy of the method

as errors in the method may well cancel giving a deceptively accurale result for the total

current.

4.4.3 Effect of the lnitiat Approxtmation

The accuracy of the solution can also be examined by varying lhe solution method and

determining the effects of these variations in the method on the final result. As shown in the

previous section the initial approximation for the space charge distribution has a significant

effect on the final space charge distribution and as a result this will be examined more

thoroughly' The difference between the final solutions obtained using different values of the cr,

p and 1 update parameters could also be examined, however the effect of the values of the

update parameters on the final solution is smaller than the effect of the initial approximation

for the space charge distribution and therefore this aspect is not examined.

ln order to examine the difference between two final solutions more thoroughly some

new parameters must be introduced.

uo =l

ôE=

Õr ¡- @zr

o.s(o,¡+Õzr)

0.5(r,, ¡+ Eer)

o.s(ori+p21)

Er¡- Ezr
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Chapter 4, Results of lterative Finite Element Method

Where the subscripts 1 and 2 re'fer to different final solutions for the ionized field and space

charge density rather than the solutions to equations (3.01) and (3.02). (For each solution the

electric and potential fields at a centroid are determined as the average of the solutions to

equations (3.01) and (3.02).)

Table 4.2a: Di'fference Between Final Solutions Obtained With Deutsch and Concentric
cylinders rnitial Approximations, Geometry 1, m=1.0, vdc=s0 kv.

Table 4.2a presents a quantitative measure of the difference in the final solutions for

the ionized field and the space charge distribution obtained with different initial approximations.

Deutsch and CC refer to the initial approximation used by the iterative procedure (Deutsch and

Concentric Cylinder respecl¡vely). The iteration number is for use in later tables and ¡n the

above case is the iteration where all exit criteria are met. The Root Mean Square difference is

calculated over all element centroids. The maximum (max.) differences were recorded for

elements near the ac conductor and/or the artificial boundary in the case of õV and õE and near

the dc conductor and/or artificial boundary in the case of ôp for this and succeeding tables.

(Note: the number of iterations differ from Table 4.1a as cr,=-2.0, Ê=-1.0 and ï=_0.S were used

in the update for this table.) Table 4.2a shows that while the solutions for the electric and

potential fields determined using different initial approximations are close, the solutions for the

space charge density distribution are significantly different. This again emphasizes that the

potential and electric fields are not strongly dependant on lhe space charge distribution even

for voltages relatively far into corona. (The above results are for Vdc=So kV and corona onset

is at 34.2 kV.) lt should be noted that the change in the space charge density between adjacent

elements is smooth.

The above results suggest that either there is a non-unique solutions for Ìhe equations

used or that the exit criteria are not stringeni enough.

Comparison Between
lnitial Approx. llteration Numberì

ôv [%]
RMS max.

ôE [%]
RMS max.

ôp [%]
RMS max.

Deutsch 15) and CC 123ì 1.22 2.93 1.s6 6.34 33.61 72.39
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To ensure the exit criteria are adequate, the iterative Finite Element procedure was

continued 'tor 2o iterations beyond convergence using the same update with the results below.

Table 4-2b= Difrerence Between Final Solutions + 20 iterations obtained With Deutsch
and Concentric Cylinders lnitial Approximations, Geometry 1, m=1.0, Vdc=50
kv.

Comparison of the data in Table 4.2b with that in Table 4.2a shows that while ôV and ôE

have decreased slightly, meaning that the solutions for the ionized field are slightly closer, the

difference between the solutions for the space charge distribution (õp) has not diminished.

To further show that the exit criteria are adequate, the change in each solutions in the

20 iterations after convergence is presented.

Table 4.2c: Change in Solution Before and After Convergence, Deutsch lnitial
Approximation, Geometry 1, m=1.0, Vdc=50 kV.

The first line in lhe above table shows the difference between rhe Deutsch assumption

solution and the iterative solution which meets the exit criteria and uses the Deutsch initial

approximation. The second line shows the change in the solution when the iterative procedure

is continued lor 20 iterations beyond convergence. Except in the case of the space charge

distribution, the changes in the solution in the 20 iterations after convergence are insignificant.

Comparison Between
lnitial Approx. (lteration Number)

ôv [%]
RMS max.

EE [%]
RMS max.

ôp

RMS
[T"]

max.
Deutsch (25) and CC t43) 0.98 2.43 1 .29 5.37 33.22 74.86

Comparison Between
lnitial Approx. (lteration Numberl

ôv [%]
RMS max.

õE [%]
RMS max.

t%l
max.

õp

RMS
Deutsch (0) and Deutsch (S)

Deutsch (5) and Deutsch 125)
1.60 4.10
o.12 0.38

2.40 7.64
0.31 0.91

9.1 I 28.38
4.1 6 12.27

Comparison Between
lnitial Approx. (lteration Number)

ôv [%]
RMS max.

õE [%]
RMS max.

t%l
max.

ôp

RMS
cC (0) and CC (23)

CC (23) and CC t43)
1 9.6 27 .3

0.1 6 0.37
22.4 32.3
o.23 0.93

82.1 106.5
3.92 7.93

Table 4.2d: Change in Solution Before
lnitial Approximation, Geometry

and After Convergence, Concentric Cylinders
1, m=1.0, Vdc=S0 kV.
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Table 4'2d is the same as Table 4.2c except using the Concentric Cylinders initial

approximation' Table 4.2d shows that almost no change occurs in the ionized field in the 20

iterations after convergence while only small changes occur in the space charge distribution.

The above tables show that the exit criteria are adequate as there is no significant

change in the solution for the ionized field in the 20 iterations after convergence. These results

also emphasize that the electric and potential fields are not sensitive to changes in the space

charge distribution as The small changes in the space charge distribution in the 20 iterations

after convergence are not reflected by changes in the ionized field. All the above are for

Vdc=50 kV but Figure 4.5b shows a similar pattern further into corona and near corona onset

results show only a small variation in the fields with respect to the space charge density.

Summary of Error in lteratlve Finite Element Method

The difference between the final space charge distributions determined with different

initial approximations indicates that the final solution is non-unique. However the final results

for the ionized field agree regardless of the ¡nitial approximation. Results for the injected

current are not affected by the initial approximation and they also agree with the experimental

res u lls.

4"5 CIompar¡son w¡th Empirical Results

Previous researchers have derived some simple, semi-empirical expressions for the

current-voltage (l-V) characteristics of a unipolar dc conductor over a ground plane. One of

the earliest and most detailed of these is given by Popkov [S]. This expression has been

modified to to give the dc current injected into ac conductors of hybrid acldc lines, as detailed

in Appendix 4.3, with the final l¡¡¡-V characteristics as below:

0.41 pv-votr/3l=tl =^n+y-l*rnl 2 IVo \ro/ \1+^/l+yJ
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, ='"/" (
Zne"k \

.2H*ì
E"', 

"i (4.s)

where Vo and Eo are the onset polential and electric fields on the dc conductor. ro is the radius

of the dc conductor and H"o is the equivalent height over ground as determined in Appendix A.3.

P is a parameter which accounts for the nonuniform d¡str¡bution of the current on the ground

plane and the constant c accounts for the fact that only a fraction of the current discharged

from the dc conductor reaches the ac conductor.

30 40 50 60 70
Vdc [kV]

Figure 4.6a: dc lnjected current - FE and Empirical, Geometry 1, m=1.0

Figure 4.6a compares the iterative FE results for Geometry 1 with various empirical

results based on the modified Popkov expression. Popkov determined a value of 1.65 for p, but

later researchers suggested a value of about 5.0 [6]. These results indicate a p of between S

and 10 would be accurate for hybrid lines.
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Figure 4.6b: dc lnjected Current - FE and Empirical, Geometry 2.
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Figure 4.6c: dc rnjected current - FE and Empiricar, Geometry 3.

The results for Geometries 2 and 3 do not agree very well with the results for

Geometry 1. The empirical results can be made to agree with the Finite Element results by

changing P, but as P seems to be heavily dependant on lhe geometry, there is not much

practical use for this semi-empirical expression.
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Chapter 5

lhåCLq.,S¡OfU OF T'F{E EFFECT' OF TF{E AC POT'EruT'!AL

The ac potential has a considerable effect on the amount of dc current injected into ac

conductors during corona. The experimental results show a significanl increase in dc current

injected into an ac conductor as the ac potential is increased [23]. This effect has not been

considered by previous researchers.

5.1 Method of lnclusion

Calculation of the time varying ionized field is beyond the computational facilities

available. Therefore ac potential is considered only in it's effect on the corona current injected

in ac conductors, not in it's effect on the fields and space charge distribution.

The effect of the ac voltage is simulated by replacing the dc voltage with an equivalent

voltage which is the dc voltage plus the effect of lhe ac potential on the space charge free

electric field on the dc conductor surface. The steps in the method of including the effect of the

ac potential are as follows:

1) The maximum space charge free electric field on the dc conductor due to the

combined effects of the ac and dc voltages is determined using the method in Subsection

3.2.1 . ln Geometry 1 this occurs when the ac voltage is at it's maximum negative

value.

2) With the ac conductors at zero voltage, the dc voltage which gives the same

maximum space charge free field on the surface of the dc conductor as step 1) is

determined. This dc voltage is V"o.

3) The injected current is determined from the dc l-V curve for the geometry

determined by the iterative FE method by replacing V6s with Vsq.

This effectively means that the dc axis of the current-voltage curve is shifted to the

rig ht.
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Chapter 5, lnclusion of the Effect of the AC potential

5"2 Results of t$re Inclusion Õf the AC Fotentiat

The dc injected current results shown in this chapter were determined using the

Concentric Cylinders initial approximation for the space charge distribution. As noled in

Subsection 4.3.2, the initial approximation for the space charge distribution has no significant

effect on the dc injected current.

@

+
@

Calc. Vac=10 kV
Exp. Vac=1 0 kV
Calc. Vac=0
Exp. Vac=O

X

+

+
+

¡

30 35 40
Vdc [kV]

45

Figure 5.1: dc lnjected Current
m=0.95.

Zero and Nonzero ac Potential, Geometry 1,

Figure 5.1 shows that there is good agreement with the experimental results for

Vac=10 kV. When the effect of the ac potential is included the onset potential of dc corona is

significantly decreased.

ln the practical geometries the ac line is energized at 230 kV. The results for

Geometries 2 and 3 are again for the dc current injected into Conductor A from Conductor 1. ln

Conduclor C the dc current injected should be approximately the same magnitude as that

injected into Conductor A but with an opposite polarity. ln Conductor B the dc current injected

should be insignificant (Subsection 3.2.3).
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Vac=230

rrtl

50 200 250 300 350 4oo 450
Vdc [kV]

Figure 5.2: dc lnjected Current - Zero and Nonzero ac Potential, Geometry 2.

With the dc line in Geometry 2 operating at a voltage of +2S0 kV the total current

injected into the ac conductor increases from 0.3 1o 0.7 uA/m when the effect of the ac voltage

is included. For a 100 km transmission line this would mean a dc current of o.7 uAlm X 100

km /2 =35 mA in the ac conductor at each end of the line.
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Vac=236 ¡Y
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Figure 5.3: dc lnjected Current - Zero and Nonzero ac Potential, Geometry 3.

A comparison with Figure 5.2 shows a decrease from 0.7 to 0.4 uA/m in the injected

current, at V6ç=l5g kV, when the dc conductors are raised one meter relative to their position

in Geometry 2.
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coNc[-ust0rvs

convergence of ãterative Finite Element Method

The iterative FE method works very well in converging to a solulion for the differential

equations. The best updates converged for all geometries with several different values for the

update parameters and with significantly inaccurate initial approximations for the space charge

distribution.

Results of lterative Finite Element Method

lonized Field

The iterative FE procedure gives good results for the ionized field. The results agree

quite well with the results of previous (Deutsch) methods and no matter what the final space

charge distribution is the results for the electric and potential fields remain substantially the

same.

Space Charge Distribution and DC lnjected Current

The final results for the space charge distribution differ significantly depending on the

in¡t¡al approximation' As a result the correct final distribution cannot be known with any

degree of certainty.

The results for the dc current injected into the ac conductor are derived directly from

the results for the space charge disÌribut¡on. However unlike the results for the space charge

distribution, the results determined for the injected current agree regardless of the initial

approximation for the space charge distribution. This appears to be because the initial

approximation affects the final dislribution of the space charge but not it's magnitude. The

results for the dc injected current also agree well rivith the results of previous methods
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(Deutsch assumption) and with experimental results and can therefore be assumed to be

reasonably accurate.

Ðeutsch Assumpt¡on

Again, the results for the fields and injected current determined using the iterative FE

method do not differ significantly from those determined using a method which employs the

Deutsch assumption. As the Deutsch assumption is used on the artificial boundary, the

assumption has not been completely eliminated and therefore the effect of the Deutsch

assumption on iterative FE method results cannot be completely determined. ln general,

methods using the Deutsch assumption give good results for the ionized field practical

geometries. However the space charge distribution obtained using the Deutsch assumption may

vary significantly from the actual distribution.

Artif ic ia I Eou n d ar ies

The artificial boundary was chosen to limit the solution area as much as possible in

order to reduce the solution time and this objective was certa¡nly achieved. The greatest

variation in the final solutions for the space charge density obtained with different initial

approximations also occurs adjacent to the artificial boundary. However, in the ionized field,

the greatest differences between the solutions of the iterated equations, (3.01) and (g.02),

occurs adjacent to the artificial boundary. This may be partially explained by the fact that the

FE mesh gives the least accurate results at boundary elements, but it also may be due to the

fact that the Deutsch assumption is less valid near the artificial boundary than elsewhere.

However due to the non-uniqueness of the final solution the effect of the choice for the artificial

boundary cannot be completely determined.
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ßnclusion of the AG Fotenfial

Experimental data shows that the ac potential has a significant effect on the dc current

injected into ac conductors of a hybrid acldc transmission line. The method of including the

effect of the ac potential on the injected current is easy to implement and based on the

agreement with experimental results, accurate for practical transmission lines.
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Appendix A

frN¡SCF [.[.AhJ EO I.JS FQ UATIOruS

4.1 Runge-Kutta Determination of åor.l Faths

The path of an ion emitted by a dc conductor is determined from equalion (3.12) which

can be separated into two single dimensional equations:

:i = kE*(x,y,t)

+ = kEu(x,y,t)
oï

(4.01)

(4.02)

(4.03)

where E¡ and Ey are the space charge free electric fields in the x and y directions respectively

and k is the ionic mobility. The path of an ion is determined by integrating the above equations

with respect to time by the Runge-Kutta numerical method given in reference [24, pg. 133]. ln

the method the ion path is calculated in a series of steps, each step determining another point on

the path. Each point is determined from:

wh e re:

^tkXn+1 = *" *ï (E*,*+E*r+E*¿)

Ex1 = E*{xn, yn, t)

Êxz ==-(-*#Exr, Ynt-*=rt, t.i)

Ex3 = =-(r*#E,1+4!!ç,u v*fer*A!!Eru ,.,.ï)
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Ex4 = E*(*,rltt Exz+Z$lkExa, !rrÁtkEyz+2ÂtkEvs, t+at)

and an estimate of the total error in each step is:

Tn*1

ln the calculations, 
^t

maximum, Tmax. The

is chosen so that the error

tolal number of steps to reach

Appendix .4, Miscellaneous Equations

(4.06)

in each step, T¡¡1, is less than a given

the ac conductor from the dc is about S0.

=- 
5:= -f- *Afizr,.t+ 1 0 Exz+ E,4, v ,*Lfizrv+ 1 o Eyzt Ey.), , É4J

,- - l- r*AlLlzeExr-125Exzrs46Ex.*54E*+B7BE*s), I-- u- 
"t-u * A! iJz 

e E yt- 1 2 s Eyz+ s 4 6E y* s 4 E y +- 3 7 Br r.),, .Aiu 

_j

With similar equations for yn+1 and Ey1, ...Ey6. An estimate of the error in the x direction for

each step is:

TXn*r = # (-+zc.r224Exs 21 Eya+.r 6zlx¡12sE*J
' (A.os)

Table 4.1: The Effect of the
Vdc=38 kV, Vac=O.

Maximum Error per step on Theta max., Geometry 1,

TXn*r *TVn*l

Tmax
Imì

Theta max.

[deq reesl
CPU Time

[sec.l
10- 4 55.1 1 1.59
1o-6 55.20 2.90
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Theta max. is the maximum angle at which an ion emitted from the dc conductor will

land on the ac conductor. (A maximum T¡*1 of 10-6 [m] is used for every geometry.) Table

4.1 shows that the time step used determines the ion path accurately as Theta max. does not

change significantly when a coarser time step is used.

4.2 lnitial Approximat¡ons for the Space Gharge

4.2.1 Þeutsch lnitial Approximation

The Deutsch solution used for the initial approximation is derived by Ciric et al. [14].

ln this method the region between two conductors is divided into elementary flux tubes which

correspond to the electric field lines. The l-V (current-voltage) relationship is then determined

for these elementary flux tubes. Within each tube:

(4.07)

where p is the space charge density, j is the current density, k is the ionic mobility and E is the

electric field. The current through any cross section of a flux tube will be constant.

o=J'kE

j=ol =E'ÂlAS AY (4.08)

where Âl is the current in a tube, ÁS is the cross section area of a tube and E' is the space

charge free electric field. ÁY is the flux in a tube and is constant throughout the length of the

tube. 
^Y 

for each tube is determined at the coronating conductor using:

AV = E'o ro nl36}
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E'e is the space charge free electric field on the surface of the dc conductor and rs is the radius

of the conductor. The cross section area of each elementary flux tube is set at one degree on

the coronating conductor. The ionized electric field along the flux tube can be determined from:

(4.1 o)

where the third boundary condition is imposed through the constant A.

(4.1 1)

ln the above equation Ee is the onset value of the electric field on the coronating conductor and

E's the space charge free value of the electric field on the coronating conductor. The function

F(Õ') is defined as:

F(o') =

(4.1 2)

Where Õ' is the space charge free potential and

characteristics of a tube are determined from:

V66 the dc voltage. The current-voltage

E=E,(^É*.,*',)'

^=(ä)'
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do'

(4.1 3)

This equation is solved iteratively by approximating 
^l 

and then updating the approximation

until V=Vdc, at wh¡ch point Ál is known and the space charge at any point can be determined

from (4.07). The integration in equations (A.12) and (4.13) is performed numerically along

electric field lines using the same nodes as the FE mesh and the trapezoidal rule.

4.2.2 Concentric Cyllnders lnitlal Approxlmation

This initial approximation for the charge distribution is derived from the solution for

the charge distribution of a concentric cylinders geometry with parameters similar to the

actual geometry by the following steps:

1) With the outer cylinder grounded the radius of the outer cylinder in the concentric

geometry, R, is determined from:

R=r""-r(;,;
(4.1 4)

where Epeak is the maximum space charge free electric field on the surface of the dc conductor

in the actual geometry, rs is the radius of the dc conductor and V¿ç is the potential of the dc

conductor in the actual geometry.

2) Knowing: the potential on both cylinders, the radius of each cylinder and the electric

field on the surface of the inner cylinder, the equations given in reference l17l are solved for

the space charge distribution.

V¿"

l^.å*=,*',]'
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where r is the radial distance and a,

above equations can be solved for b.

Appendix.4, Miscellaneous Equations

(4.1 s)

(4.16)

(4.1 7)

b and c are determined as follows. Assuming b>>rs the

+b

'=*[
-b.brn(

l-2 2AR+b +b

2bRlro

(4.1 8)

This equation is solved iteratively and once b is known a and c can be easily calculated from

(4.15) and (4.17). Equation (4.16) then gives the space charge distribution density throughout

the concentric cylinder geometry.

3) The maximum space charge on the dc conductor surface for the actual line is

assumed equal to ths constant space charge density on the inner conductor in the concentric

cylinders geometry. The space charge distribution on the surface of the dc conductor in the

actual geomelry is assumed to vary according to the relation:

p(e) = 0.5 p*"* [1+cos(0-0peak)J

22
R+b
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The maximum charge density occurs at and angle of O=êpeak, which is the point on the dc

conductor surface of the actual geometry at which the maximum electric field occurs. This

relation assumes a sinusoidal variation in the space charge on the surface of coronating

conductors. Equation (4.19) ensures that the maximum space charge occurs at the point on the

dc conductor surface where the maximum space charge free field occurs.

4) The space charge at any point along an eleclric field line is determined from:

p(e,L) =
eo a lt +cos(e-o 

0""r.)]

(4.20)

where L is the distance from the dc conductor node (measured along the electric field line) and ê

is the angle on the dc conductor of the dc conductor node where the field line originates. ln this

manner the approximate space charge is calculated at each node of the FE mesh and then

converted to a lriangle quantity by taking the arithmetic average of the space charge values at

the three nodes of an element.

4.3 Empirical !-v Relationship for ß-lybrrd Ac/Ðc !-!nes

Previous researchers have derived some simple, semi-empirical expressions for the

current-voltage (l-V) characleristic of a unipolar dc conductor in corona over a ground plane,

One of the most detailed of these is given by Popkov [S]:

0.41 P 
v-vo Irf?fl = nn+y -1 *tnf--LìVo \r"/ \r+,/r+v/ (4.21)

Y=-r_]-/ * \'
2neok \Eo t o/
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where V6 and Es are the onset potential and electric fields on the dc conductor. rs is the radius

of the conductor and H is the height of the conductor above ground. P is a parameter which

accounts for the non-uniform current distribution on the ground plane. I and V give the l-V

characteristics of the line. This equation is based on an equivalent concentric cylinders

geometry.

This equation is modified to give results for the actual geometries in question by

replacing H with the parameter Hsq, which is defined below:

(4.23)

Hsq is the height of a single conductor over ground with the same V6 and Es as the actual

geometry.

The fact that not all of the current leaving the dc conductors reaches a given ac

conductor is accounled for by dividing the current by a factor c which represents the fraction

of the emitted current which is injected into the ac conductor. E.g. the fraction emitted within

the region of interest.

H"q=ï"-'(*)

"=*K,*"1'."'['(
(4.24)

where 0¡1¿¡ and emin are the angles of the artificial boundaries determined in Subsection S.2.3.

The l¡¡¡-V characteristics for the actual geometry are given by:

)l).'
0 min

,_ v-vo , ^/2H*\ -_ " , -( 2 \' v" "'l r" l=¡v 
r+Y -r+rnl,ilF1+y/

or"*-

^ 
/1 ItJ.+ I
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" 
='"/" I ,*-\'

2n eon \eo r of (4.26)

The results of these equations are compared with those of the iterative FE method in Section

4.5.
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PROGRAM [.gST[ruG

8.1 Angle Determination Frogram

//APENNER JOB ',','AC-DC 2 CONDUCTOR'
// EXEC WATFIV
//FT05F001 DD *

$JOB
c
C THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE PATH OF A PARTICLE USING
C A RUNGE-KUTTA 4TH ORDER METHOD
c

REAL-8 A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,H2,W,R,TOT,TNMIN,TNMAX,TSTEP
REAL-8 RH,X,Y,T,H,TN1,THETA,PI,K,THETAU,THETAL,X1,Y1,D
INTEGER I,J
COMMON A,B,C,D,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,H2,W

INPUT THETA IN DEGREES AND PHI IN RADIANS

THETAU=90.0
THETAL=O.O
Pt=3.1 415926s4
H1=0.8
H2=0.65
PHI=11.0"P1/8.0
R=0.000815
W='120.0*Pl
K=0.00015
TSTEP=0.0000001
A=DLOG(H2lR)
B=-DLOG(H1/(H1 -H2))
c=-DLOG(H2/(H1-H2))
D=DLOc(H1/R)
DET=A*D-B*C

c
vDc=30000.0
DO 4 J=1 ,7

VDC=VDC+5000.0
VAC=-40000. 0D0.DSQRT(2.0D0)
DO 2 l=1,7

VAC=VAC+ 1 0000. 0D0.DSORT(2.0D0)
TOT=SQRT(EX(0.0D0, (H 1 -R),0. oD0)..2+Ey(0.0D0, (H 1 -R), o. oDo)."2)

PRINT,VDC,VAC,TOT
CONÏINUE
vDc=38000.0
vAc=0.0D0

DETERMINE THETA

tF ((THETAU-THETAL).1T.(0.1)) STOp
TH ETA=THETAL+ (TH ETAU-TH ETAL)/2. o

2
4

c
C
c
5
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H=K.TSTEP
c
C MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM DISTANCES BETWEEN SUCCESIVE POINTS
c

TNMIN=0.0000001
TNMAX=0.000001
X=R- DS IN ( P I"TH ETA/1 8O.O)
Y=H 1 -R.DCOS(Pt.THETA/1 8O.O)
T=0.0

c
DO 10 t=1,10000

RH=DSQRT((Y-H2)."2+X."2)
tF (RH.LT.R) cO TO 50
tF (Y.LE.o.o) co To 60

20 CALL RK4(X,Y,X1,Y1,T,H,TN.l ,K)
tF (TN1.LT.TNMAX) cO TO 30

C DECREASE STEP SZE
H=H.0.8
co To 20

30 tF (TN1.GT.TNMIN) cO TO 40
C INCREASE STEP SIZE

H=H-1.2
co To 20

c
C INCREMENT TIME
c
40 T=T+H/K

X=X1
Y=Y1

c
1O OONTINUE

PRINTss
c
C HIT
c
50 TOT=T

PRINTTO,THETA,TOT
THETAL=THETA
GOTO5

c
6 O PRINTSO,THETA

THETAU=THETA
GOTO5

7 o FORMAT(' 
"'HlT, 

THETA= 
"F10.7,'TOT= "F10.7)8O FORMAT(' 

".MISS, 
THETA= 

"F10.7)5s FORMAT(' 
"'T-MAX 

EXCEEDED')
EilÐ

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS A SINGLE STEP OF THE R-K METHOD
c

suBRouTtNE RK4(XN,yN,XN1,yN1,T,H,TN1,K)
c

c
C MISS
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REAL*8 T,H,XN,YNI,XN1,YN1,TN1,KX1,KX2,KX3,KX4,KXs,KX6
REAL*8 KY1,KY2,KYS,KY4,KYs,KY6,K,TT,XP,YP

KX1=EX(XN,YN,T)
KY1=EY(XN,YN,T)

XP=XN+H*KX1/2.O
YP=Y¡¡¡1*KY 1/2.O
TT=T a¡1¡2.9¡11
KX2=EX(XP,YP,TT)
KY2=EY(XP,YP,TT)

X P=X ¡ * ¡1. 1 KX1 +KX2) t 4.o
YP=YN+H* (KY 1 +KY 2) I 4.0
TT=T+H/2.O/K
KX3=EX(XP,YP,TT)
KY3=EY(XP,YP,TT)

XP=XN-H*KX2+2.0*H" KX3
YP=YN-H"KY2+2.0*H"KYB
TT=f.'¡1714
KX4=EX(XP,YP,TT)
KY4=EY(XP,YP,TT)

XP=XN+H*(7.0.KX1 +1 0. 0*KX2+KX4)/27 .O
YP=YN+H*(7. 0. KY'l +1 0. 0"KY2+ KY 4) /22 .O
TT=T+H/1.5/K
KX5=EX(XP,YP,TT)
KYs=EY(XP,YP,TT)

XP=XN +H * (28.0" KX1 - 1 2s. o. KX2+54G.0. KX3+54. o*KX4-3 78. o. KX5)/62s. o
YP =YN + H 

* (28. 0" KY 1 - 1 2s.0. KY 2+s46. 0 " Ky3+s4. 0" Ky4-3 78. o. Ky5)/62s. o
TT=Ta¡1¡5.9¡¡1
KX6=EX(XP,YP,TT)
KY6=EY(XP,YP,TT)

XN 1 =XN+ H*(KX1 +4.0.KX3+KX4)/6.0
YN 1 =YN+H.(KY1 +4.0.KY3+KY4)/6.0

CALCULATION OF ESTIMATE OF TRUNCATION ERROR
XP =(-42. 0. KX1 -224.O* KXg-2 1 . 0. KX4 + 1 62. 0"KX5+ 1 25. O. KX6)
YP=-42. g" ¡1Y 1 -224.0* KY3-2 1 . 0* KY4+ 1 62. 0. KyS+ 1 25. O*Ky6
TN 1 =H. DSQRT(XP..2+YP..2)/336. 0
RIruRN
ENID

THIS FUNCTION EVALUATES THE FIELD IN THE X DIRECTION AT
A GIVEN TIME AND POSITION

FUNCTTON EX(X,Y,T)

REAL-8 X,Y,T,A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,W,PHI,Q1,Q2,H1,H2,EX1,EX2
REAL-8 EX3,EX4,D1,D2,D3,D4,Xz,D
COMMON A,B,C,D,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,H2,W
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CALCULATE CHARGE ON CONDUCTORS

Q1 =(A"VDC+B*VAC*DSl N (W.T-PH t))/D ET
Q2=(C"VDC+D*VAC*DS lN(W.T-PH l))/DET

X2=)(*l
D1=(H1-Y)."2+X2
D2=(H2-Y)**2+X2
D3=(H2+Y)**2+X2
D4=(H 1+Y)"*2+X2

EX1=q1.¡7¡1
EX2=Q2.X/D2
EX3=-62*¡¡¡3
EX4=-Q1.XlD4

EX=f¡1 *E¡2+EX3+EX4
REruFìN
EilD

THIS FUNCTION EVALUATES THE ELECTRIC FIELD IN THE Y DIRECTION
FOR A GIVEN TIME AND POSITION

FUNCTTON EY(X,Y,T)

REAL"8 X,Y,T,A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,W,PHI,Q1,Q2,H1,H2,EY1,EY2
REAL"8 EY3,EY4,D1,D2,D3,D4,X2,D
COMMON A,B,C,D,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H.I,H2,W

DETERMINE THE CHARGE ON THE CONDUCTORS

Q1 =(A.VDC+B*VAC*DSl N (W.T-PH t))/DET
Q2=(C.VDC+D*VAC*DSIN(W.T-PH t))/DET

X2=Y*"2
D1=(H1-Y)*.2+X2
D2=(H2-Y)"*2+X2
D3=(H2+Y)"*2+X2
D4=(H 1+Y)*"2+X2

EY1 =-q1.(H1-Y)/D1
EY2=Q2*(Y -H2)/D2
EY3=-Q2.(Y+H2)/D3
EY4=-Q1 .(Y+H 

1 )/D4

EY=Ey1 *6y2+EY3+EY4
REruRN
END

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

$ENTRY
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W.2 tulesh Generation Frogram

//APENNER JOB 
",I=20"'AC-DC 

FEPMAP'
/ / EXEC FORTXCLG, US ERLI B='SYS4. DR IVER. DYLOAD'
//FORT.SYSIN DD "
c
C THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES A FINITE ELEMENT MESH FOR
C THË TWO CONDUCTOR PROBLEM
c

REAL"8 TH,VDC,VAC,TSTEP,H1,H2,R,PHI,THS,THM,TD,PI,TNW(700,3)
REAL*8 X(1 000),y( 1 ooo), D(1 ooo),xN(50),yN(s0),A, B,c, DET,W,TH2
REAL-8 TNMIN,TNMAX, c,XA(.t 5O),yA(1 5O),XS(400),yS(400), tD, p(7OO)
REAL XP(400),YP(400)
TNTEGER NL, NN(1 0),Np, t,J,K, tBUF(1 OOOO),L, M,T(700,3),NT
COMMON A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,H2,W

MAINLINE

THM=55.2
vDc=38000.0
VAC=0. 0"DSQRT(2. 0D+0)
lD=4'9¡-5
TSTEP=0.0000001
Pl=3.1 41592653
H 1 =9.9
H2=0.65
R=0.000815
PHI=PI
L=0
W=60.0*Pl
TNMTN=0.0000001
TNMAX=0.000001
G=1.5
NL=T¡1¡4729.9*,
THS=THM/(NL-1)

c
DO 10 l=1,NL

TH=T95.1¡-1¡
TH =T¡1 +TH S.(N L-l).( l- 1 )..2/(N L-1 )"*3
CALL RKP(TH,TSTEP,R,NP,TD,X,Y,D,TNMIN,TNMAX)

DEFINE POINTS ON BOTTOM CONDUCTOR

tF (t.Eo.1) GO TO 2s
TH2=DATAN ((H2_Y(N P) )/X(N P))
x(NP)=R.DCOS(TH2)
Y(NP)=H2-R.DSlN(TH2)
co To 26

25 X(NP)=0.0
Y(NP)=H2+R

26 CONTINUE

tF (t.Eo.NL) GC TC 40
cALL PATH(NP,TD,NN(t),XN,YN,R,X,Y,D,c)

c
c
c
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co To 70
4O CALL APATH(Np,TD,NN(t),XN,yNl,R,X,y,D,G,XA,yA)
7 O M=NN(|)

DO 20 J=1,M
K=L+J
xs(K)=xN(J)

20 YS(K)=YN(J)
1 0 L=L+NN(|)
c
C PRINT NODES
c

PRINTsO
DO 30 l=1,L

xP(l)=1000.0.xs(l)
YP(t)=1000.o.YS(t)

3 o PRtNT6o,XS(t),YS(t), t

oALL TRTANG(NL,NN,T,NT)
CALL NEUM(NN,NL)
CALL DtRt(VDC,VAC, NN,NL)
CALL CDN(NN,NL,R,THS,XA,YA)
CALL TDIST(T,NT,XS,YS,TNW)

c CALL MESH(XP,YP,T,NT)
CALL EMESH(XP,YP,T,NT,XA,YA,NN,NL)
STOP

50 FORMAT(' 
"'NODES')6 0 FORMAT(' 

"F19.15,F20.15,14)EI\D
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE PATH AND RETURNS THE NODES
c

SUBROUTINE PATH(NP,TD,NN,XN,YN, R,X,Y, D,G)
c

REAL.8 X(1 000),y(1 000), D(1 000),TD,xN(so),yN(50),s, R,TEMp,c
INTEGER I,K,NN,NP,NH,J

c
s=TD/2.0
TEMP=DLOG(1 .0+S.(G-1 . o)/(o.s"R))/DLOc(G)
NN=TEMP
NN=2*NN+1
NH=NN/2+1
xN(1)=X(1)
YN(1)=Y(1)
l=2
TEMP=(0.5.R)

c
DO 22O J=1,NP

tF (D(J).LE.TEMP) cO TO 220
xN(t)=x(J)
YN(t)=Y(J)
TEMP=D(J)+(0.S-R).G.*( l-1 )
l=l+1
tF (t.cE.NH) co TO 230

220 CONTINUE

23O CONTINUE
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c

235
237
c

DO 235 K=I,NP
lF (D(K).LT.S) GO TO 23s
xN(NH)=X(K)
YN(NH)=Y(K)
GO TO 237

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

xN(NN)=X(NP)
YN(NN)=Y(NP)
l=NN-'l
TEMP=TD-(0.5"R)

DO 24O J=1,NP
K=NP-J+1
lF (D(K).GT.TEMP) cO TO 240
xN(l)=x(K)
YN(l)=Y(K)
TEMP=D( K)-(0.5"R).G..(N N- t)
t=t-1
lF (|.LE.NH) cO TO 250

CONTINUE

REruRN
EilÐ

c

240
250

c
c

THIS SUBROUTINE DEFINES THE TRIANGLES USED IN THE MESH

SUBROUTINE TRIANG(NL,NN,T,NT)

tNTEGER T(700,3),NL,NN(1 0), NT, t,J,K, L,NL1 ,NN 1 ,NND

K=0
NT=0
NL1=NL-1
DO 310 l=1,NL1

NN1 =2.NN(l)-NN(l+1 )-1

DO 320 J=1,NN1

T(NT+1 ,1 )=K+J
T(NT+1 ,2)=K+NN(l)+J
T(NT+1,3)=K+NN(l)+J+ 1

T(NT+2,1)=K+J
T(NT+2,2)=K+NN(l)+J+1
T(NT+2,3)=K+J+1
NT=NT+2

K=K+NN(l)
lF (NN(l+1).EO.NN(l)) co To 310
NND=NN(l+1)-NN(l)

DO 330 L=1,NND

c

c

320
c

c
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T(NT+1 ,1 )=K-NND+L-1
T(NT+1 ,2)=K+NN (l)-NN D+2.L-2
T(NT+1,3)=K+NN (l)-NND+2.1-1
T(NT+2,1 )=K-NND+L-1
T(NT+2,2)=K+NN (l)-NN D+2*L-1
T(NT+2,3)=K-NND+L
T(NT+3, 1 )=K+NN (l)-NND+2.L-1
T(NT+3,2)=K+N N ( I ) - N N D +2* L
T(NT+3,3)=K-NND+L

330 NT=NT+3
3.I O CONTINUE
c

NT=0
PRINT3TO

DO 340 t=1,N11
NT=NT*1¡¡(l)-1)"2

340 NT=NT+NN(|+1)-NN(l)
c

DO 350 t=1,NT
350 PRtNT360,T(t,1),T(t,2),T(t,3),t
c

REruRN
c
360 FORMAT(' 

"t3,3t4)37O FORMAT(",,TRIANGLES')
EÌ\D

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE WILL PRINT OUT THE TRIANGULAR MESH
c (MoRE OR LESS)
c

SUBROUTINE MESH(XP,YP,T,NT)
c

REAL XP(4oo),YP(4oo),XL(6),YL(6)
tNTEcER NT,T(700,3), tBUF(1 0ooo), t,J

c
oALL PLOTS(tBUF,loooo)
oALL PLOT(1.5,0.5,-3)
oALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,,x"-1,6.0,0.0,0.0,25.0)
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,'Y',+1,10.0,90.0,SS0.0,25.0)

c
xL(5)=0.0
YL(5)=5s0.0
xL(6)=25.0
YL(6)=2s.0
DO 410 t=1,NT
DO 42O J=1,3

xL(J)=XP(T(t,J))
42o YL(J)=YP(T(|,J))

xL(4)=XP(T(t,1 ))
YL(4)=YP(T(t,1 ))410 CALL LINE(XL,YL,4,1 ,+o,o)

cALL PLOT(0.0,0.0,9999)
REruRN
EtÐ
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THIS SUBROUTINE WILL PRINT OUT THE TRIANGULAR MESH NEAR
THE AC CONDUCTOR (MORE OR LESS)

SUBROUTINE EMESH(XP,YP,T,NT,XA,YA,NN,NL)
c

REAL.8 XA(150),YA(1so)
REAL XP(4oo),YP(400),XL(6),YL(6)
TNTEGER NT,T(700,3), tBUF(1 00oo), t,J, NN(1 o), NL

c
OALL PLOTS(tBUF,1oo0o)
CALL PLOT(1.5,0.s,_3)
oALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,'x"-1,6.0,0.0,0.0,5.0)
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,'Y',+1,1 O.O,90.O,S7S.O,S.O)

c
xL(5)=0.0
YL(5)=575.0
xL(6)=5.0
YL(6)=s.0
DO 410 t='t,NT
DO 42O J=1,3

xL(J)=XP(T(t,J))
42o YL(J)=YP(T(|,J))

xL(4)=XP(T(t,1 ))
YL(4)=YP(T(t,1 ))410 CALL LINE(XL,YL,4,1 ,+1,4)

J=2.NN(NL)-2
DO 430 l=1,J
xP(l)=xA(l)

43o YP(t)=YA(t)
XP(J+1)=0.0
YP(J+1)=575.0
XP(J+2)=5.0
YP(J+2)=5.0
CALL LtNE(XP,YP,J,1,-1,4)
cALL PLOT(0.0,0.0,9999)
REruRN
EI\D

THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE PATH OF A PARTICLE USING
A RUNGE-KUTTA 4TH ORDER METHOD

SUBROUTINE RKP(TH,TSTEP, R,NP,TD,X,Y,D,TNMIN,TNMAX)

REAL*8 A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,H2,W,R,TOT,TNMIN,TNMAX,TSTEP
REAL"8 RH,X(1000),y(1ooo),T,H,TN1,TH,pt,K,D(1OOO),TD,DS
INTEGER I,J,ND
COMMON A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,H2,W

Pl=3.141592654
K=0.00015
A=DLOG(2.0.H2lR)

c
c
c

c
c
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B=-DLoc((H 1 +H2)/(H 1 -H2))
c=DLOG(2.0"H 1/R)
DET=A"C-8"*2
H=K-TSTEP

c
C MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM DISTANCES BETWEEN SUCCESIVE
c

x(1 )=R.DSlN(Pt-TH/1 8o.o)
Y(1 )=H 1 -R.DCOS(Pt.TH/1 80. O)

T=0.0
D(1)=0.0

c
DO 110 l=1,1000

RH=DSQRT((Y(l)-H2)..2+X(t)..2)
tF (RH.LT.R) cO TO 150
tF (Y(t).1E.0.0) co To 160

120 CALL RK4(X(I),Y(l),X(l+1),Y(t+1),T,H,TN1,K)
tF (TN1.LT.TNMAX) cO TO 130

C DECREASE STEP SIZE
H=H.0.5
co To 120

'l 30 DS=DSQRT((X(l+1 )-X(t))..2+(y(t+1 )-y(t))."2)
tF (DS.LT.R) GO TO 170
H=H.0.5
co To 120

c
C INCREASE STEP SIZE
c
17o tF (TN1.GT.TNM|N) cO TO 140

H=H"2.0
c
C INCREMENT TIME
c
140 T=T+H/K

D(l+1)=D(l)+DS

OONTINUE

TOT=T
NP=l
TD=D(NP)
REruRN

c
C MISS
c
160 PRINTlsO,THETA

STOP
1 80 FORMAT(' 

"'M|SS, 
THETA= 

"F11.7)Et\Ð

THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS A SINGLE STEP OF THE R-K METHOD

c
110
c
C HIT
c
150

n
c
c
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suBRouTlNE RK4(XN,YN,XN1,yN1,T,H,TN1,K)
c

REAL-8 T,H,XN,YN,XN1,YN1,TN1,KX1,KX2,KX3,KX4,KXs,KX6
REAL"8 KY1,KY2,KYS,KY4,KYs,KY6,K,TT,XP,YP

c
KX1 =EX(Xt{,YN,T)
KY1=EY(XN,YN,T)

XP=XN+H"KX1/2'O
YP=YN+H"KY1/2.O
Tï=T+H/2.0/K
KX2=EX(XP,YP,TT)
KY2=EY(XP,YP,TT)

XP=X¡..¡¡* 1KX1 + KX2)/4. O

YP=YN+H.(KY1 +KY2)/4. O

TT=Tag¡2.6¡¡1
KX3=EX(XP,YP,TT)
KY3=EY(XP,YP,TT)

X P=¡¡ - ¡1.¡1X2+2. 0*H" KX3
YP=YN- H.KY2+2. 0.H"KY3
TT=f 1¡1714

KX4=EX(XP,YP,TT)
KY4=EY(XP,YP,TT)

XP=¡¡a¡¡*(7.0"KX't + 1 0.0*KX2+ KX4)/27 .O
YP=y¡a¡1*(7. 0. KY1 +1 0. 0*KY2+ Ky 4) /27 .O
TT=T+H/1.5/K
KXS=E¡1¡P,YP,TT)
KYs=EY(XP,YP,TT)

XP =¡¡ *¡1"(28. 0. KX1 -1 2s.o* Kx2+546. 0. KX3+s4. o. KX4-B 78. o" KXs)/62s. o
YP=YN +H *(28. 0. Ky1 - 1 2s.o. Ky 2+546. 0.Kys+54. 0.Ky4-378. o. Kysi/62s. 0
TT=T".¡¡75. gr^
KX6=EX(XP,YP,TT)
KY6=EY(XP,YP,TT)

XN 1 =XN+H"(KX1 +4.0.KX3+KX4)/6.0
YN 1 =YN+H"(KY't +4.0*KY3+Ky4)/6. O

CALCULATION OF ESTIMATE OF TRUNCATION ERROR
XP =(-42.0.KX1 -224.O. KX3-21 .0. KX4+ 1 62.0. KXS+ 1 25. O"KX6)
YP=-42. 0* KY 1 -224.O. KYg-2 1 . 0" Ky4+ 1 62. 0. KyS+ 1 25. O*Ky6
TN 1 =H"DSQRT(XP".2+YP*"2)/836.0
REruRN
EtÐ

THIS FUNCTION EVALUATES THE FIELD IN THE X DIRECTION AT
A GIVEN TIME AND POSITION

FUNCTTON EX(X,Y,T)

REAL-8 X,Y,T,A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,W,PHI,Q1,Q2,H1,H2,EX1,EXz
REAL-8 EX3,EX4,D1,D2,D3,D4,X2

c

c
c
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c
c
c

c

COMMON A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,H2,W

CALCULATE CHARGE ON CONDUCTORS

Q 1 =(A"VDC+B"VAC*DS lN (W"T-PH t))/D ET
Q2=(B*VDC+C*VAC*DS lN(W.T-PH l))/DET

DETERMINE THE CHARGE ON THE CONDUCTORS

Q 1 =(A*VDC+B*VAC*DSIN (W.T-PH t))/D ET
Q2=(B.VDC+C*VAC*DS lN(W.T-PH l))/DET

X2=X*"2
D1=(H1-Y)..2+X2
D2=(H2-Y)'*2+X2
D3=(H2+Y)**2+X2
D4=(H 1 +Y)..2+X2

EY1 =-Q1-(H 1-Y)/D1
EY2=Q2*(Y -H2)/D2
EY3=-Q2"(Y +H2)/D3
EY4=-Q1 .(Y+H 

1 )/D4

EY=EY'I+EY2+EY3+EY4
RTruRN
EilD

c

c

X2=X**2
D1=(H1-Y)..2+X2
D2=(H2-Y)*"2+X2
D3=(H2+Y)"*2+X2
D4=(H 1+Y)**2+X2

EX1=Q'l.X/D1
EX2=q2-Y¡P2
EX3=-Q2*X/D3
EX4=-Q1.X/D4

EX=EX1 +EX2+EX3+EX4
REruRN
EilD

FUNCTION EVALUATES THE ELECTRIC FIELD IN THE Y DIRECTION
A GIVEN TIME AND POSITION

FUNCTTON EY(X,Y,T)

REAL*8 X,Y,T,A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,W,PHI,O1,Q2,H1,H2,EY1,EY2
REAL-8 EY3,EY4,D1,D2,D3,D4,X2
COMMON A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,H2,W

c
C THIS
C FOR
c

c
c
c

c
C THIS
C

SUBPROGRAM DEFINES THE NEUMAN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

SUBROUTINE NEUM(NN,NL)
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c
REAL-8 H,SIG
tNTËcER NN(10),NL,NN1,t,J,N1,N2

c
H=0.0
SIG=0.0
PRINT5l O

NN1=NN(1)-1
DO 520 t=1,NN1

N2=l+1
52O PRINT55O,I,N2,H,SIG

J=0
DO 530 l=1,NL

s30 J=J+NN(l)
J=J_NN(NL)
NN1=NN(NL)_1
DO 540 I=1,NN1

N1 =J¡¡
N2=J+l+1

540 PRINT55O,N1,N2,H,SIG
RFruRN

51 o FORMAT(' 
"'NEUMAN')550 FORMAT(' 

"13,14,2F10.5)EI\Ð
c
C THIS SUBPROGRAM DEFINES THE DIRICHLET BOUNDARY
C CONDITIONS
c

suBRouTtNE DtRI(VDC,VAC,NN,NL)
c

REAL*8 VDC,VAC,V
TNTEGER NN(10),NL,NL1,t,J,N1,N2

c
PRINT63O
NL1=NL-1
J=0
DO 620 t=1,N11

N1 =J+1
N2=J+NN(t)+1
PRINT61O,N1 ,N2,VDC
J=J+NN(t)
N2=J+NN(t+1)

620 PRINT61O,J,N2,VAC
REruRN

610 FORMAT(' 
"13,14,' "F10.3)630 FORMAT(, ,,'DtRtcHLET')

ENÐ

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE ALTERED NODES FOR THE
C FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM
c

SUBROUTINE CDN(NN, NL, R,THS,XA,YA)
c

REAL-8 R,XP,YP,A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,THS,H1,H2,W,PHI,TH1,PI,TH
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REAL*8 XA(150),YA(150)
TNTEGER NN(1 o),NL,NL1,t,K,NS,N,L
COMMON A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,H2,W

c
NL1=NL-1
K=0
P t=3.141 592653
NS=2*(2"N11 +NN(NL)-1 )
PRINT52O,NS
DO 510 l=1,NL1

K=K+1
TH=T¡13*1 l- 1 +(NL-l).(l-1 )".2/NL1..9)
TH 1 =THS*(l+ (NL- l+ 1 )"1**2/NL 1 

."3)
TH=(TH+(TH 1 -TH)..333D0)"P t/1 Bo. o D0
NS=4
XP=R"P5¡¡¡1T¡t,
YP=(H1-R.DCOS(TH))
PRINT53O,K,NS,XP,YP
TH=T¡15"11-1 +(NL-l)"(l-1 )**2/NL1 ..9)
TH 1 =THS.(l+(NL-l+1 )*l**2/NL1 "*g)
TH=(TH+(TH i -TH )-.6667 Do)" p t/1 Bo. o Do
NS=5
xP=R"DStN(TH)
YP=H1-R.DCOS(TH)
PRINT53O,K,NS,XP,YP
K=K+NN(l)+NN (l+1 )-3
TH =P t* ( t-0.333)/N L1
NS=6
XP=n.P5¡¡1¡t,
YP=(H2+R"DCOS(TH))
PRINT53O,K,NS,XP,YP
TH=P t*(l-0. 667D0)/N L1

NS=7
xP=R"DStN(TH)
YP=H2+R.DCOS(TH)

510 PRINT53O,K,NS,XP,YP
c
C PRINT ALTERED NODES FOR LAST LINE OF MESH
c

L=-NN(NL-1 )-NN(NL)+2
DO 550 t='t,NL1

5s0 L=L+NN(l)+NN(l+1)-2
N=2*NN(NL-1 )-NN(NL)-1
DO 540 l='l,N

K=L+l*2-1
NS=6
PRlNT53o,K,NS,XA(2-l_1 ),YA(2.1-1 )

NS=7
54O PRtNT530, K, NS, XA(2.t),YA(2"t)

L=2"N
N=NN(NL)-NN(NL1)
K=K+1
DO 560 l=1,N

tF (N.EO.o) cO TO s7o
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560
570
520
530

c
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE PATH AND RETURNS THE NODES
C ALONG WITH ALTERED NODES FOR THE ARTIFICIAL BOUNDARY
c

K=K+1
NS=6
PRlNT530,K, NS,XA(L+4.1-3),YA(L+4"1-3)
NS=7
P R I NT530, K, NS, XA( L+4. l-2), YA( L + 4" l-2)
K=K+2
NS=4
PRlNT530, K, NS, XA(L+4* l-1),YA(L+4. l- 1 )
NS=5

P RlNT530, K, NS,XA(L+4.l),YA(L+4- l)
REruRN
FORMAT(' 

"'ALTERED 
NODES 

"t4)FORMAT(' 
"13,14,' "2F2Oj5)EtÐ

SUBROUTINE APATH(NP,TD,NN,XN,YN,R,X,Y,D,G,XA,YA)

REAL.8 X(1 000),y(1 000), D(1 000),TD,xN(50),yN(so),s,R,TEMp, G
REAL"8 XA(1s0),YA(150)
INTEGER I,K,NN,NP,NH,J

S=TD/2.0
TEMP=DLoG(1 .0+S.(G-1 .o)/R)/DLoc(G)
NN=TEMP
NN=2*NN+1
NH=(NN.3)/2+1
xA(1)=X(1)
YA(1)=Y(1)
l=2
TEMP=R/3.ODO

DO 22O J=1,NP
rF (D(J).LE.TEMP) GO TO 220
xA(r)=x(J)
YA(t)=Y(J)
TEMP=D(J)+R/3.0D0.c..((l-1 )/3)
l=l+1
rF (|.GE.NH) GO TO 230

CONTINUE

OONTINUE

DO 235 K=I,NP
rF (D(K).LT.S) cO TO 235
xA(NH)=X(K)
YA(NH)=Y(K)
GO TO 237

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

xA(3.NN-2)=X(NP)

220
230
c

23s
237
c
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YA(3.NN-2)=Y(NP)
l=3.(NN_1)
TEMP=TD-R/3.ODO

c
DO 240 J=1,NP

K=NP-J+1
tF (D(K).GT.TEMP) cO TO 240
xA(l)=x(K)
YA(t)=Y(K)
TEM p=D (K)_ R/3.0D0"c** ((3. N N_2_ t)/3)
l=l-1
tF (|.LE.NH) GO TO 250

24O CONTINUE
25O CONTINUE

NH=¡¡-'1
DO 260 J=1,NH

xN(J)=XA(3.J_2)
YN(J)=YA(3"J-2)
xA(2.J_1)=XA(3"J_1)
YA(2.J_1)=YA(3.J_1)
xA(2.J)=XA(3.J)

260 YA(2-J)=YA(3.J)
xN(NN)=XA(3.NN_2)
YN(NN)=YA(3.NN_2)
REruRN
EilÐ

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE WEIGHT OF EACH OF THE NODES
C IN FINDING THE AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRIANGLES
c

SUBROUTINE TDIST(T, NT,XN,YN,TNW)
c

REAL"8 XN(400),yN(4OO),TNW(700,3),D 12, D23,D31 , DD
TNTEGER T(700,3),NT,J

c
DO 810 J=1,NT

D1 2=DSQRT((XN(T(J, 1 ))-XN (T(J,2)))."2+(yN (T(J, 1 ))_yN(T(J,2)) ).-2)D23=DSQRT((XN(T(J,2))_XN (T(J,3)))."2+(yN (T(J,2)i_yrrl(r(¡,s)) i..eiD31 =DSQRT((XN (T(J,3) )_XN (T(J, 1 )))".2+ (yN (T(J,3ii_yN (riJ,1 jjj"_ zj
DD=D12+D2S+DS1
TNW(J, 1 )=1 .0Do-(D 1 2+D31 )/DD
TNW(J,2)=1 . 0D0-(D 1 2+D23)1DD

81 0 TNW(J,3)=1 .0D0-(D23+D31)/DD
REruRN
EI\Ð

IlGO.FT¿2FOO1 DD SYSOUT=A
//GO.FT23FOO1 DD DSN=SYS4.EPIC.PARMS,DISP=SHR
//GO.FT24FOO1 DD DSN=&&FTO1F0O1,SpACE=(6136,300),
/i DcB=(BLKStZE=61 36,DSORc=DA,OpTCD=C,RECFM=F),
// DISP=(,PASS),UN|T=SYSDA
//GO.PLOTLIB DD DSN=SYS4.DRIVER.XEROX,DISP=SHR
// EXEC XPLOT
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8"3 !nitial space charEe Elistribution ApproNimations

8.3.1 Deutsch lnitial Approximation program

//APENNER JOB ',"'C-ROE'
// EXEC FORTXCLG,OPT=2,SIZE =512K,
// USERLIB='FEDOR.NAG. LOADLIB'
//FORT.SYSIN DD *

c
C THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES AN ESTIMATE OF THE INITIAL CHARGE
C DISTRIBUTION FOR THE TWO CONDUCTOR PROBLEM BASED ON
C DEUTSCH'S ASSUMPTION
c

REAL.8 S(1 5000),X(1 000),y(1 000),DtR(1 000),p(400),8(1 ooo),ts(1 o)
REAL"8 A1 ( 1 60),A2( 1 60),A3(1 60), SU B(5), R, tD,TH M,XN (4OO), yN (4OO)
REAL.8 VN(400),F(4oo),AA,BB,CC,DET,VDC,VAC,pH,H1,H2,W,E(400)
REAL"8 TXP,TXM,TYP,TYM,XXP,XXM,XYP,XYM,YXM,YXP,YYP,YYM,XX,YY
REAL-8 EM,EXPM,EXMM,EYPM,EYMM,EE,EXPE,EXME,EYPE,EYME,TX,TY,TD
REAL.8 XALT(1 00),YALT(1 o0), DEN, DETR, p I

TNTEGER tL1 (1s000),t12(15000),ts1 (1 ooo),ts2(1ooo),ts3(1 ooo),N3
|NTEGER S4(1 000), tNoDE(6ooo), t, NNT, N N(1 o), N L,T(700,3),NT, N 1 , N2
INTEGER 12,NL1,NALT

c
COMMON AA,BB,CC,DET,VDC,VAC,PH,H1,H2,W

c
VDC=35000.0
VAC=0.0
H1=0.8
H2=0.65
Pl=3.14159265
W=120.0"P1
THM=55.2
tD=4.0D-6
R=0.00081s
NNT='103
NL=4
NN(1)=24
NN(2)=24
NN(3)=26
NN(4)=29
NN(5)=o
NT=1 47
NALT=1 2
DEN=0.0
DETR=O.O

c
AA=DLOc(2.O.HzlR)
BB=-DLOc((H 1 +H2)/(H 1 -H2))
cc=DLoG(2.0.H1/R)
DET=AA.CC-88""2

c
CALL MATND(S,tL1,tL2,X,y,DlR,B,tS1,!S2,t53,tS4,A1,A2,Ag,

&lNoDE,1 5000,1 000,1 60,6000)
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10

15

DO 10 I=1,NNT
READ(11,70) XN(t),YN(t)
DO 15 l=1,NT
READ(12,7s) T(t,1),T(t,2),T(t,3)
DO 30 |=1,NNT

vN ( t)=PoT(xN(t),YN (t),o.oDo)
TXP=XN(l)+1 .0D-6
TXM=XN(t)- 1 .0D-6
TYP=YN(l)+1 .0D-6
TYM=YN(t)- 1 .oD-6
xx=pHt(xN(t),yN(t), 1,x,y,8, tNoDE,SUB)
YY=pHI(XN(t),yN(t),2,X,y,8, tNODE,SUB)
xxP=PHl(TXP,YN(l), 1,X,Y,8, INODE,SUB)
YXP=PH l(TXP,YN(l),2,X,Y,8, INODE,SUB)
xxM=PHt(TXM,YN(t), 1,X,Y, B, tNODE,SUB)
YXM=PH l(TXM,YN(l),2,X,Y, B, INODE,SU B)
xyp=pHt(xN(t),Typ,1,x,y,B, tNoDE,SUB)
YYP=PH t(XN ( t),TYP,2,X,Y,B, I NODE,SUB)
xYM=PH l(XN(l),TYM, 1,X,Y,8, INODE,SUB)
YYM=PH t(XN(t),TYM,2,X,Y, B, tNODE,SU B)
E M=DSQRT(XX**2+YY**2)
EXP M=DSQRT(XXP..2+YXP""2)
EXMM=DSQRT(XXM..2+YXM..2)
EYP M=DSQ RT(XYP**2+YYP..2)
EYMM=D SQRT(XYM".2+YYM..2)
xx=EX(xN(t),YN (t),o.0Do)
YY=EY(XN(t),YN(t),0.0D0)
xxP=EX(TXP,YN(t),0.0D0)
YXP=EY(TXP,YN (t),o.oDo)
xxM=EX(TXM,YN( t), 0.0D0)
YXM=EY(TXM, YN( l), 0.0D0)
xYP=EX(XN(t),TYP,0.oDo)
YYP=EY(XN( l),TYP, 0.0D0)
XYM=EX(XN( l),TYM, 0. 0D0)
YYM=EY(XN(t),TYM,o. 0Do)
E E=DSQRT(XX**2+YY**2)
EXP E=DSQRT(XXP".2+YXP*.2)
EXME=DSQRT(XXM".2+YXM**2)
EYP E=DSQRT(XYP..2+YYP."2)
EYME=DSQRT(XYM."2+YYM..2)
DEN=2. 0.((EM-EE)/(E M+EE))
DETR=DETR+DEN"*2
PRtNTso,t,XN(t),YN(t),EM,EE,DEN
PRtNTSo, t,TXP,YN(l), EXPM, EXPE
PRI NT8o, t,TXM,YN(l), EXMM, EXME
PRtNTSo, I,XN(t),TYP, EYPM,EYPE

PRtNTSo, t,XN(t),TYM, EYMM, EYME
DETR=DSQRT(DETR/NNT)
PRINT9S,DETR
DETR=O.O

DO 20 l=1,NT
N1 =1

30
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N2=2
N3=3
DO 25 12=1,3

TX=(XN(T( t, N2))+XN (T( t, N3)))/2.oDo
TY=(YN(T( l, N2))+YN (T( t, Ns)))/2. oDo
TD=DSQRT(TX**2+Ty"*2)
TX=XN(T( t, N 1 ))+(TX-XN (T(t, N 1 ))). 1 . oD_6/TD
TY=YN(T(t, N1 ))+(Ty-yN(T(t,N 1 ))).1 .oD_6/TD
xx=PHt(TX,TY, 1,X,Y, B, tNODE,SUB)
YY=PH l(TX,TY,2,X,Y, B, INODE,SUB)
EE =DSQRT(XX.*2+yy..2)
PRtNTgo,T(t, N1 ), t,TX,TY, EE
N2=N3
N3=¡1

25 N1=¡¡1*1
20 CONTINUE
c

DEN=0.0
l2=1
DO 40 l=1,NL

TX=XN(t2)
TY=Y¡1¡2¡
XX=PHl(TX,TY, 1,X,Y,8, INODE,SUB)
YY=PH l(TX,TY,2,X,Y, B, INODE,SUB)
E M=DSQRT(XX""2+yy**2)
xx=EX(TX,TY,0.0D0)
YY=EY1T¡'TY'0'0D0)
EE=DSQ RT(XX**2+YY"*2)
l2=12+NN(t)
DETR=2. 0"((EE-EM)/(EE+EM))
DEN=DEN+DETR*"2

4O PRINTSO,I,TX,TY,EM,EE,DETR
DEN=DSQRT(DEN/NL)
PRINT95,DEN
DETR=O.O
DEN=0.0

c
C COMPARE E IN INTERIOR OF TRIANGLES
c

DO 60 l=1,NT
TX=(XN(T(1, 1 ))+XN(T(t,2))+XN (T( t,s)))/s.0Do
TY=(YN(T(1, 1 ))+YN(T(t,2))+yN(T(t,3)))/s.oD0
xx=PHl(TX,TY, 1,X,Y,8, tNODE,SUB)
YY=PH t(TX,TY,2, X,Y, B, tNODE,SU B)
E M=DSQRT(XX"*2+YY"*2)
xx=EX(TX,TY,0.0Do)
YY=EY(TX,TY,0,oD0)
EE=DSQRT(XX".2+YY.*2)
DEN=2. 0.((EE-EM)/(E E+EM))
DETR=DETR+DEN**2

6 O PRINTSO,I,TX,TY,EM,EE,DEN
DETR=DSQRT(DETRiNT)
PRINT95,DETR

c
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cALL FtNT(VN,NN,NL,F,XN,YN,Ë)
CALL DELTAI(IS,F,E,THM,R,NN,NL,NNT,VDC,VAC,VN)
oALL CROE(XN,yN, NN,NL,THM,R, tD,p, F, NNT, E, tS)
STOP

7 o FORMAT(2G2o.10)
7 s FORMAT(S|4)
80 FORMAT(, 

"13,' 
,,F15.10,, 

"F15..1O,' "F20.5,' 
,,FzO.5,

&' 
"E12.5)85 FORMAT(' ,,2F2O.15)

I0 FORMAT(, 
"13,, "13,' "F20.15,' "F20.15,' "F20.5)

e5 FORMAT(' 
"E10.5)EI\Ð

c
C THIS FUNCTION EVALUATES THE FIELD IN THE X DIRECTION AT
C A GIVEN TIME AND POSITION
c

FUNCTTON EX(X,Y,T)
c

REAL*8 X,Y,T,AA,BB,CC,DET,VDC,VAC,W,PHI,Q1,Q2,H1,H2,EX1,EX2
REAL-8 EX3,EX4,D1,D2,D3,D4,X2
COMMON AA,BB,CC,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,Hz,W

c
C CALCULATE CHARGE ON CONDUCTORS
c

Q1 =(AA"VDC+BB*VAC"DS tN(W.T-pH t))/DET
Q2=(BB-VDC+CC.VAC. DS tN (W*T-pH t) )/D ET

c
X2=X**2
D1=(H1-Y)*.2+X2
D2=(H2-Y)"*2+X2
D3=(H2+Y)**2+XZ
D4=(H 1 +Y)**2+X2

c
EX1=Q1"X/D1
ÊX2=Q2.XlD2
EX3=-q2*¡7P3
EX4=-Q1.XlD4

c
EX=¡¡1 *¡¡2+EX3+EX4
REruRN
EI\Ð

c
C THIS FUNCTION EVALUATES THE ELECTRIC FIELD IN THE Y DIRECTION
C FOR A GIVEN TIME AND POSITION
c

FUNCTTON EY(X,Y,T)
c

REAL.8 X,Y,T,AA,BB,CC,DET,VDC,VAC,W,pHl,Q1,Q2,H1,Hz,Ey1,Eyz
REAL-8 EY3,EY4,D1,D2,D3,D4,X2
COMMON AA,BB,CC,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,H2,W

c
C DETERMINE THE CHARGE ON THE CONDUCTORS
c

Q'l =(AA.VDC+BB.VAC-DStN(W.T-pH t))/DET
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Q2=(BB"VDC+CC"VAC.DS I N (W.T- p H t))/D ET
c

X2=Y**2
D 1 =(H 1-Y)..2+X2
D2=(H2-Y)"*2+X2
D3=(H2+Y)"*2+X2
D4=(H1 +Y)*"2+X2

c
EY'l =-Q 1 

- (H 1 -Y)/D 1

EY2=Q2.1y -H2)/D2
EY3=-Q2"(Y +H2)/D3
EY4=-Q1 "(Y+H1 )/D4

c
EY=fY1 *Ey2+EY3+EY4
REruRN
EilÐ

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE INTEGRATES THE INVERSE OF THE ELECTROSTATIC
C ELECTRIC FIELD WRT THE VOLTAGE
c

SUBROUTINE FINT(VN,NN,NL,F,XN,YN,E)
REAL*8 VN(400),F(400),xN(4oo),yN(4oo),xE,yE,E(40O)
TNTEGER NN(1 o),t,N,J,NL,L

c
L=0
DO 110 l=1,NL

N=NN(t)_1
L=L+1
F(L)=0.0
xE=EX(XN(L),YN(L),0. 0Do)
YE=EY(XN(L),YN(L),o.oDo)
E( L)=DSQRT(XE"*2+YE**2)
DO 120 J=1,N

L=L+1
XE=r¡1¡¡ 1L),YN(L),0. 0Do)
YE=EY(XN(L),YN(L),0. oDo)
E(L)=DSQRT(XE**2+YE**2)
F(L)=F(L- 1 )+(VN (L- 1 )-VN (L))" ( 1 .0/E( L)".2+ 1 . o/E(L- 1 )"* 2)/Z.o12O CONTINUE

1 1O CONTINUE

REruRN
ENÐ

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES THE COEFFICIENTS FOR
C LAPLACE'S EQUATION
c

suBRouTtNE ABC(|TR,XG,yc,A1,B1,C1,D1,E1,p1)
c

REAL*8 XG,YG,A1 ,81 ,C1,D1 ,E1 ,P1 ,PI,EO
INTEGER ITR

c
Pl=3' 1 41592654
E0=1.0D-9 /36.o/Pl
A1 =¡9
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B1=0.0
c't=E0
D1=0.0
E1=0.0
P1=6.6
REruRN
EtÐ

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE ESTIMATES ROE FROM THE GIVEN QUANTITIES
c

suBRouTtNE CROE(XN,yN,NN,NL,THM,R, tD,p, F, NNT,E, tS)
c

REAL-8 XN(400),yN (4oo),THM, tD, p(400),R, F(400),K, p t, D, EA
REAL"8 E(400), E0, EON, tS(1 o), EE,Ep(40o),A
tNTËcER NN(1 o),NL,t,J,NNT,L,N

c
EON=s.8D+6
Pt=3.141552654
E0=1.0D-9/36.0/Pt
K=0.00015
L=1
XN(NNT+1 )=XN(NNT-NN(NL)-N N(N L-1 )+1 )
YN(NNT+1 )=YN(NNT-NN(NL)-NN(NL-1 )+1 )

c
DO 210 l=1,NL

c ts(t)=tD/THM
EA= E1¡¡.P l"R/1 80.0 D0
A=(EON/E(L))..2
N=NN(t)
DO 220 J=1,N

E P(L)= E(L)"DSeRT(A+(2.0. tS (t).F(L))/(Eo. K.EA))
P(L)= tS( t).E (L)/(E P(L)*EA. K)

22o L=L+1
21O OONTINUE
c

PRINT2SO
DO 230 I=1,NNT

23O PRtNT26o,EP(t)
c

PRINT29O
DO 240 |=1,NNT

24o PRtNT2To,P(t)
REruRN

260 FORMAT(' ,,F20.5)

27 O FORMAT(",F19.15)
2BO FORMAT(' ,,'ELECTR|C 

FTELD W|TH SPACE CHARGE)
2eo FoRMAT(' 

"'cuESS 
AT tNtTtAL CHARGE D|STRIBUTION')

ENÐ

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE CURRENT IN A TUBE
c

suBRouTtNË DELTAT(tS, F,E,TH M, R, NN,N L, N NT,VDC,VAC,VN)
c

REAL.8 tS(1 0), F(400),VDC,VAC, E(400),THM,R,pt, Eo, K
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REAL*8 EON,VEI,A,EA,VN(4OO)
TNTEGER NN(1 o),NL,NNT,t,J,NN1,L

c
Pl=3.14159265
E0=1 .0D-9/36.0D0/Pl
K=0.000'15
EON=5.8D+6
L=0
DO 310 t=1,N1

NN.t=NN(t)_1
L=L+1
A=(EON/E(L))".2
EA=E(L)"Pl.R/180.0D0
lS(l)=4.6¡-6/THM
L=L+NN1

340 L=L-NN1
VEI=0.0
DO 320 J=1,NN1
VE l=VE l+0.5D0.(DSeRT(A+2.oDO" tS( t).F(L) /E1/K/EA) +

& DSQRT(A+2.0D0.tS(t)*F(L+1)tEolKlEA)).(VN(L)_VN(L+1))
32O L=L+1

PRtNTseo,t, ts(t),vEt
tF (DABS(VE|-VDC).1T.1.0D1) cO TO 350
tF (vEt.cT.vDc) GO TO 330
ts(t)=ts(t).( 1 .0D0_(vEt_vDc)/vDc)

330 tF (VE|.LT.VDC) cO TO 340
ts(t)=ts(t).(1 .0D0_(vEt_vDc)/vDc)
co To 340

350 CONTINUE
31 O OONTINUE

REruRN
39o FORMAT('"t4: 

"F20.15,'"F20.5)END

c
C THIS FUNCTION EVALUATES THE ELECTRIC FIELD IN THE Y DIRECTION
C FOR A GIVEN TIME AND POSITION
c

FUNCTTON POT(X,Y,T)
c

REAL-8 X,Y,T,A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,W,PHI,Q1,Q2,H1,H2,EY1,EY2
REAL"8 EY3,EY4,D1 ,D2, D3,D4,X2,V1 ,V2,V3,V4
COMMON A,B,C,DET,VDC,VAC,PHI,H1,H2,W

c
C DETERMINE THE CHARGE ON THE CONDUCTORS
c

Q 1 =(A*VDC+B*VAC*DS lN(W.T-pH t))/D ET
Q2=(B.VDC+C*VAC*DS I N(W"T-pH t))/DET

c
Xz=Y* * 2
D1 =DSQRT((H 1 -Y)..2+X2)
D2=DSQRT((H2-Y)-"2+X2)
D3=DSQRT(( H2+Y)..2+X2)
D4=DSQRT(( H 1 +Y)".2+X2)

c
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V1 =+Q1.DLOG(H1/D1 )
V2=aQl*¡¡Oc(H2lD2)
V3=-q2*P¡OG(H2lD3)
V4=-q1 .DLOG(H1/D4)

c
POT=V1+V2+V3+V4
REruRN
EÌ\Ð

//GO.SyStN DD DSN=ApENNER.FEpDI t(MF1 t35),DtSp=SHR
/ lGO.Fr 1 1 F001 DD DSN=ApEN NER.FEpDI t(NDS1 t),DISp=SHR
/ lGO,FT 1 2F OO1 DD DSN=APENNER.FEPDl I(TRI1 I), D ISP=SHR
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8.3-2 Goncentric cyrinders lnitiar Approximation program

//APENNER JOB 
""CCROE// EXEC WATFIV

//FT05F001 DD *

$JOB
c
C THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE TOTAL CURRENT EMMITED FROM A
C CONDUCTOR USING THE "EQUIVALENT CONCENTRIC
C CYLINDERS GEOMETRY
c

REAL-8 VDC,A,B,RO,R,EON,C,VON,ITOT,THETA,THM,THS
REAL"8 ptl3.141593D0/,EO/8.8s4D_12t,KM/o.ooolsDo/
REAL.8 ROE(400),DtST(4oo)
INIEGER I,J,NL,NN(10),L,N,NNT

c
EON=5.8D+6
voN=34200. 0"5.8/6. 1 05
RO=o.00081s
R=RO"DEXP(VON(EON"RO))
PRINT,R
THM=5s.2
THETA=O.0
NNT=150
NL=6
NN(1)=24
NN(2)=24
NN(3)=24
NN(4)=24
NN(5)=26
NN(6)=28
VDC=60000.0
A=100000.0
READ70, (D tST(t), t=1,NNT)
L=0
THS=THM/(NL-1)
DO 10 l=1,20

B=RO"EON/A
A=(VDC+RO*EON*( 1 .0-DLOG(2. 0"8/RO)) )/(DSeRT(R..2+ B**2) _

& B.DLOG((DSQRT(R..2+8..2)+B)/R))
1O PRINT,I,VDC,A,B
c

DO 30 t=1,N1
THETA=THETA+THS.(NL-l).(l-1 )..2/(NL- 1 )*.3
N=NN(t)
DO 40 J=1,N

L=L+1
RoE(L)=Eo*A.( 1 . 0+DCos (P t"TH ETA/1 Bo.oDo) )/DSoRT(D tsr(L)*.2+8..2)40 CONTINUE

3 O CONTINUE

ITOT=2. 0*P l*EO* KM*A**2
PRINTSO,ITOT
tToT=ROE(1 ).0.1 4841 D0
ITOT=ITOT+ROE (25).0.9 01 42DO
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ITOT= ITOT+ RO E (49).0.3 og7 zDo
ITOT= ITOT+RO E (79) " O. 29222Do
ITOT= ITOT+ROE(97).0.2669 1 D0
ITOT=ITOT+ROE(1 23)"0. 1 2s4oDo
PRINTsO,ITOT
PRtNTso,(ROE( t), t=1,NNT)

7 O FORMAT(' 
"F20.15)8 0 FORMAT(",F19.15)

STOP
EI\Ð

$ENTRY
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8"4 [terative Finite Flement Frogram

//APENNER JOB .,,T=2OM,I=100"'ETMF3"CLASS=1

// EXEC FORTXCLG,OPT=2,SIZE=1 O24K,LIST=NOLIST,
// USERLIB='FEDOR. NAG.LOADLIB'
i/FORT.SYSIN DD *

c
C THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE TO SOLVE
C THE DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS
c

REAL.8 S(30000), x(2000), y(2ooo), D tR(2000), B(2000),A 1 (1 60)
REAL*8 A2( 1 60),A3 (1 6O),S U B(s), p(7OO),AC(70O), ROT(7OO), p EX(4OO)
REAL.8 pEy(400),tEX(400),tEy(400),xN(400),yN(4oo),DtFF,EoN
REAL"8 pV(400), tv(400),TNW(700,3), RON(400), DN(1 0o), DpoN(1 o0)
REAL.8 D tON(1 00), DV(1 oo), xT(7oo),yT(700), Dp(1 o0),xcN(1 0),ycN ( 1 o)
REAL"8 EpCN(1 0),EtCN(1 O),CD(9),THETA(1 0),R,EE,EEX,EEy,DTRt(700)
REAL-8 ECD

c
tNïEcER tL1 (30000), tL2 (30000), ts 1 (2000), ts2(2000), ts3 (2ooo)
tNïEcER tS4(2000), tNoDE(6OOO),M, N, L, t, NT,J,T(700,3), N I

tNïEcER NL,NNT,NN(6),K,NL1,LT
c

COMMON IPAC/ P,AC
c

M=30000
N=2000
L=1 60
l=6000
NT=238
NNT=150
NL=6
NN(1)=24
NN(2)=24
NN(3)=24
NN(4)=24
NN(5)=26
NN(6)=28

c
C ONSET ELECTRIC FIELD IN VOLTS/METER

EON=6.105D+6
DIFF=1 .0D+10

c
cALL tNP(NT,NNT,T,RON,XN,YN)
CALL TDIST(T,NT,XN,YN,TNW)
DO 30 N|=1,NT

XT(N l)=(XN(T(N 1,1 ))+XN(T(N t,2))+XN(T(N t,3)))/s.0Do
YT(Nl)=(YN(T(N l, 1 ))+YN(T(N 1,2))+YN(T(N t,s)))/s.oDo
RoT(N l)=RON(T(N l, 1 )).TNW(Nt, 1 )+RON (T(Nt,2)).TNW(Nt,2)+RON(

&T(N t,3))"TNW(N t,3)
wRrTE(13,e0) XT(Nt),YT(Nt)

K-1
NL1=NL-1

30
c
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DO 40 NI=1,N1
xcN(Nt)=xN(K)
YCN(Nt)=YN(K)
THETA(N t)=DATAN(XCN(N t)/(0,8D0_ycN (N t)))
K=K+NN(Nt)

4o wRtTE(13,e0) XCN(Nt),YCN(Nt)
c

R=0.000815
DO 50 NI=1,¡¡1

s0 cD(Nl)=R.(THETA(Nl+1)-THETA(Nt))
c

J=1
DO 60 NI=1,NL1

EEX=EX(XCN(Nt),YCN(Nt),o.oDo)
EEY=EY(XCN(N t),YCN(N t),o.oDo)
EE=DSQRT(EEX.*2+EEY..2)
ECD=EE.CD(Nt)
LT=NN(Nl)+NN(Nl+1 )-2
DO 70 K=I,LT

EEX=EX(XT(J),YT(J),0. 0D0)
E EY=EY(XT(J), YT(J),0.0D0)
EE=DSQRT(EEX""2+EEy..2)
DTRt(J)=ECD/EE

70 J=J+1
6 O OONTINUE
c

DO ',l0 Nl=1,39
lF (D|FF.LE.1.0D+2) cO To 20
oALL |TOP(NT,ROT,RON,TNW,T)
CALL MATND(S,tL1,tL2,X,y,DtR,B,tS1,t52,tS3,tS4,A1,A2,

&A3,INODE,M,N,L,I)
REWIND 5
CALL PEOUT(X,Y, B, INODE,SU B, PEX,PEY,XN,YN, NNT, N I, PV, NT,XT,YT,

&xcN,YcN,EPCN,NL)
CALL PTOt(NT,ROT,RON,TNW,T)
CALL MATND(S,tL1,tL2,X,y,DtR,B,tS1,t52,tS3,tS4,A1,A2,

&A3,INODE, M, N,L,I)
REWIND 5
cALL IEOUT(X,y, B, INODE,SUB, lEX, lEy,XN,yN,NNT,N l, lV, NT,XT,yT,

&xcN,YcN,EtcN,NL)
10 CALL NEWRO(T,NT,NNT,ROT,pEX,pEy,tEX,tEy,DtFF,EON,NL,NN,Nt,pV,

&IV,TNW,RON, DN,DPON, DION, DV,EPCN,EICN,DP,CD,DTRI)
20 CONTINUE

STOP
9 o FORMAT(",2c20.1O)

EilID

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN THE INITIAL GUESS FOR ROE
c

suBRouTtNE tNP(NT,NNT,T,RON,XN,YN)
c

REAL.B p(700),AC(700),RON(400),xN(4oo),yN(4oo)
TNTEGER NT,NNT,T(700,3),J
COMMON IPAC/ P,AC
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c
DO 1'10 J=1,NNT
READ(10,160) RON(J)

110 WRTTE(13,160) RON(J)
DO 120 J=1,NNT
READ(11,17O) XN(J),YN(J)

120 WRTTE(13,170) XN(J),YN(J)
DO 130 J=1,NT
READ(12,180) T(J,1),T(J,2),T(J,3)

130 WRTTE(13,180) T(J,1),T(J,2),T(J,3)
RTruRN

1 6o FORMAT(G2o.1s)
17 o FORMAT(2G2o.10)
180 FORMAT(3|4)

EI\Ð
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE GIVES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL
C EQUATIONS
c

suBRouTtNE ABC(|TR,Xc,yc,A1,81,C1,D1,E1,p1)
c

REAL.8 XG,yc,A1,B1,C1,D1,E1,p1,p(700),AC(7oo)
INTEGER ITR
COMMON /PAC/ P,AC

c
A1=AC(tTR)
B1=g'6
c1=AC(tTR)
D1=9.9
E1=0.0
P1=P(tTR)
REruRN
EI\Ð

c
c rHls suBRourlNE cALcul-ATES THE ELEcrRlc FTELD FROM THE
C SOLUTION OF POISSON'S EQUATION
c

SUBROUTINE PEOUT(X,Y,B, INODE,SUB,PEX,PEY,XN,YN, NNT, NI, PV, NT
&,XT,YT,XCN,YCN, EPCN, NL)

c
REAL*8 X(1 000),y(1 000), B(1 000),suB(5), pEX(4OO),pEy(400)
REAL.8 XN(400),yN(4oo),pv(400),xT(70o),yT(700),xcN(1 o);ycN(1 0)
REAL.8 EPCN(10)
TNTEGER NNT,tNODE(6OOO),tTypE,J,Nt,NT,NL,NL1

c
wRtTE(13,250) Nt

DO 210 J=1,NT
pEX(J)=pH t(XT(J),yT(J), 1,X,y, B, tNODE,SUB)
pEy(J)=pH t(xT(J),yT(J),2,X,y,8, tNODE,SUB)
pv(J)=pH t(xT(J),yT(J),0, X,y, B, tNODE,SUB)

c wRtTE(13,260) PEX(J),pEy(J),pv(J)
21O CONTINUE

c
NL1=NL-1
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DA 220 J=1,N11
pEX(400)=pHt(xcN(J),ycN(J), 1,X,y,8, tNODE,SUB)
pEy(400)=pHt(xcN(J),ycN(J),2,X,y, B, tNODE,SUB)

c wRtTE(13,260) PEX(4oo),PEY(400)
22o EPCN(J)=DSORT(PEX(400)..2+pEy(4oo)..2)

REruRN
25o FORMAT(' PO|SSON ELECTRTC FTELD ITERAT|ON # 

"t3)
260 FORMAT(' ,,D19.10,' 

"D19.1O,' "F19.1O)EI\Ð
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE CHANGES THE COEFFICENTS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL
C EOUATION SO THE INHOMOGENEOUS EQUATION IS SOLVED RATHER THAN
C POISSON'S EQUATION
c

suBRouTtNE PTOt(NT,ROT,RON,TNW,T)
REAL*8 ROT(700),p(700),Ac(700),RoN(4oo),TNW(700,3)
TNTEGER NT,J,T(700,3)
COMMON IPAC/ P,AC
DO 310 J=1,NT

P(J)=0.0
c ROT(J)=RoN(T(J,1 )).TNW(J,1 )+RON(T(J,2))"TNW(J,2)C ROT(J)=ROT(J)+RON(T(J,3)).TNW(J,3)
31 o AC(J)=ROT(J)

RTruRN
EilÐ

C THIS SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS THE ELECTRIC FIELD FROM THE SOLUTION
C OF THE INHOI\¡OGENEOUS LAPLAOE EQUATION
c

suBRouTtNE TEOUT(X,y,B, tNODE,SUB, tEX, tEy,XN,yN,NNT,N t, tV,NT
&,XT,YT, XCN,YCN,EICN,NL)

c
REAL.8 X(1 000),y(1 0oo), B(1 ooo),su B(5), tEX(4OO), tEy(400)
REAL"8 XN(400),yN(4oo), tv(4oo),xT(70o),yT(7oo), xcN( 1 o),ycN (1 o)
REAL.8 EtCN(10)
TNTEGER NNT, TNODE(6000), tTypE,J, N t,NT, NL, NL1

c
wRtTE(13,4s0) Nt
DO 410 J=1,NT

tEX(J)=pHt(xT(J),yT(J), 1, X,y, B, tNODE,SUB)
tEy(J)=pHt (xT(J),yT(J),2,X,y, B, tNODE,SUB)
tv(J)=pH t(xT(J),yT(J),0,X,y, B, I NODE,SUB)

c wRtTE(13,460) tEX(J),tEy(J),tV(J)
410 CONTINUE
c

NL1=NL-1
DO 420 J=1,NL1

tEX(400)=pH t(xcN(J),ycN (J), 1,X,y,8, tNODE,SUB)
tEy(400)=pH t(xcN (J),ycN(J),2,X,y, B, tNODE,SUB)

c wRtTE(13,460) tEX(4oo), tEY(4oo)
420 EICN (J)=DSORT(lEX(400)*.2+ tEY(4oo)..2)

RTruRN
450 FORMAT(' INHOM. LAPLACE ELECTRIC FIELD ITERATION # 

"I3)
460 FORMAT(",D19.10,, 

"D19.10,, "F19.10)
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c
C THIS SUBROUTINE CHANGES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIFF.
C EQUATION SO THAT POISSON'S EQUATION IS SOLVED
c

suBRouTtNE tToP(NT, ROT, RON,TNW,T)
REAL"8 ROT(700),p(7oo),Ac(7oo),pt,E0,RoN(4oo),TNW(700,3)
tNTEcER NT,J,T(700,3)
COMMON IPAC/ P,AC
Pt=3.1 41592654
E0='1.9¡-9/36.0D0/Pt
DO 510 J=1,NT

C ROT(J)=RON(T(J,1)).TNW(J,1 )+RON(T(J,2))-TNW(J,2)c ROT(J)=ROT(J)+RON(T(J,3)).TNW(J,3)
P(J)=+ROT(J)/80

51 0 AC(J)=1 .0D0
REruRN
END

c
C THIS SUBROUT¡NE UPDATES THE GUESS AT THE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION
c

SUBROUTIN E NEWRO(T,NT, NNT, ROT,PEX,PEY, IEX, IEY, DIFF,EON, NL, NN,
&N I,PV, IV,TNW,RON, DN,DPON,DION,DV,EPCN,EICN, DP,CD, DTRI)

c
REAL.8 ROT(700),pEX(4oo),pEy(4oo),rEX(4oo), rEy(4oo),DrFF,RoN(4oo)
REAL"8 EON,pE(4OO),tE(4OO),COR(4OO),pV(4OO),tV(4OO),TNW(700,3)
REAL.8 DN(100),DpoN(1oo),DtoN(1oo),DV(1oo),EpcN(1ôl,elcñtloj',
REAL*8 CCOR(10),OED(7oo),oEpcND(10),oEtcND(10),A(7oo),8(10)
REAL"8 C(1 0),CD(1 0), tC,KM,DTRt(7OO), tTRt(700), tAVE(1 0¡,ôeir o'o¡
TNTEGER T(700,3),NT,NNT,NN(6),NL,J1,J2,J3,J,NN1,JC:NL1

c
KM=O.00015
DIFF=0.0
DV(Nt)=0.0
DO 610 J1=1,NT

DV(N l)=DV(Nt)+((tV(J1 )-pV(J1 ))/(tV(J1 )+1 .0D,e))..2
PE(J1 )=DSQRT(pEX(J1 )*.2+pEy(J 1 ).. 2)

61 0 lE(J1 )=DSQRT(tEX(J1 ).*2+tEy(J1 )".2)
DO 615 J1=1,NT

lTRl(J 1 )=ROT(J 1 )"KM.DTRt(J 1 )"(pE(J 1 )+tE(J 1 ))/2. oDo61s DIFF=DIFF+(lE(J1)-pE(J1))."2
c

DP(Nt)=0.0
DPON(Nt)=0.0
DloN(Nt)=0.0
J2=1
NL1=NL-1
DO 635 J=1,NL.t

DPON(N l)=DPON(N t)+(EON-EpCN(J))".2
DION(Nl)=DION(N t)+(EoN-EtCN(J))..2
tAVE(J)=o.o
NN1=NN(J)+NN(J+1)-2
DO 637 J1=1,NN1

IAVE(J)= IAVE(J)+ ITR I (J2)
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637 J2=¿2a1
tAVE(J)=tAVE(J)/NN 1

635 WRTTE(13,680) EpCN(J),EtCN(J),|AVE(J)
c

tF (NI.GT.1) cO TO 612
c

DO 613 J=1,NL1
B(J)=-1.0D0

61 3 C(J)=-0.sDo
DO 614 J='l,NT

61 4 A(J)=-2.0 D0
c
612 CONTINUE
c
C IF A,B&C ARE CONSTANT SKIP NEXT 8 LINES
c
c Do 616 J=1,N11
c tF (DABS(EON-EpCN(J)).LT.OEpCND(J)) B(J)=B(J).1.2D0
c tF (DABS(EON-EpCN(J)).cT.OEpCND(J)) B(J)=B(J).(_0.sD0)
c tF (DABS(EON-EtCN(J)).LT.OEtCND(J)) C(J)=C(J).1.2D0
c616 tF (DABS(EON-EtCN(J)).GT.OEtCND(J)) C(J)=C(J).(_o.5Do)
c DO 617 J=1,NT
c tF (DABS(pE(J)-tE(J)).LT.OED(J)) A(J)=A(J).1.2D0
c617 tF (DABS(pE(J)-tE(J)).cT.OED(J)) A(J)=A(J)"(_o.sDo)
c

DO 621 J=1,N11
oEPCND(J)=DABS(EON_EPCN (J))

621 OETCND(J)=DABS(EON-EtCN(J))
DO 622 J=1,NT

622 OED(J)=DABS(PE(J)-tE(J))
c

J=0
DO 620 J1=1,NL1

OCOR(J1 )=(1 .0D0+B(J1 )"(EON-EpcN(J1 ))/EON).& (1.0D0+C(J1).(EoN-EtcN(J1))/EoN)
NN1 =NN(J1 )+NN(J1 +1)-2
DO 630 J2=1,NN1

J=J+1
coR(J)=( 1 .0D0+A(J).(pE(J)-tE(J))/(pE(J)+tE(J))).

& (ccoR(J1))..(FLOAT(NN1 _J2)/FLOAT(NN 1 ))630 CONTINUE
620 CONTINUE
c

DO 640 J=1,NT
DP(Nl)=DP(N l)+(1 .0Do-COR(J))""2
ROT(J)=ROT(J).COR(J)

c wRtTE(13,670) J,ROT(J),pV(J), tV(J),pE(J),tE(J),COR(J), tTRt(J)640 CONTINUE

DtFF=DSQRT(DtFF/NT)
DV(N t)=DSQRT(DV(Nt)/NT)
DPON(Nt)=DSQRT(DPON(N t)/NL1 )
D¡ON(Nt)=DSQRT(DtON (N t)/NL1 )
DP(N t)=DSORT(DP(Nt)/NT)
DN(Nt)=DtFF
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c
lC=9.9
J3=1
DO 650 J='t,NL1
lC=lC+CD(J)*KM*EON*ROT(J3).2. oDO

650 J3=J3+NN(J)+NN(J+1)-2
c

wRtTE(1s,660) Nt,DlFF,tC
REruRN

660 FORMAT(' |TERAT|ON # 
"t3,' 

DtFF= 
"D12.5,' 

|COR= 
"812.5)67o FORMAT(' 

"13,' "E12.5,, 

,F9.1,' 

"F9.1,' "& F10.1,' 
"F10.1 

,' 
"F7.5,' "E12.5)6B0 FORMAT(' 

"F10.1,' "F1O..l,' "E12.5)EI{D
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE WËIGHT OF EACH OF THE NODES
C IN FINDING THE AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRIANGLES
c

SUBROUTINE TDIST(T, NT,XN,YN,TNW)
c

REAL*8 XN(400),yN(400),TNW(700,3),D12,D23,D31,DD
TNTEGER T(700,3),NT,J

c
DO 810 J=1,NT

D1 2=DSQRT((XN(T(J, 1 ))-XN (T(J,2)))..2+(yN(T(J, 1 ))-
&YN (T(J,2)))..2)

D23=DSQRT((XN(T(J,2))-XN (T(J,s)))".2+(yN(T(J,2))-
&YN (T(J,3) ) )".2)

D31 =DSQRT((XN(T(J,3))-XN (T(J, 1 )))".2+(yN(T(J,3))-
&YN(T(J,1)))".2)

DD=D1 2+D23+D31
TNW(J,1 )=0.sD0.(D1 2+D31 )/DD
TNW(J,2)=0.5D0"(D 1 2+DZ3)/DD

81 0 TNW(J,3)=0.5D0.(D2S+D31 )i DD
REruRN
EI\Ð

c
C THIS FUNCTION EVALUATES THE FIELD IN THE X DIRECTION AT
C A GIVEN TIME AND POSITION
c

FUNCTTON EX(X,Y,T)
c

REAL-8 X,Y,T,AA,BB,CC,DET,VDC,VAC,W,PHI,Q1,Q2,H1,H2,EX1,EX2
REAL"8 EX3,EX4,D1,D2,D3,D4,X2,R
vDc=80000.0
vAc=0.0
PHI=0.0
H1=0.80
H2=0.6s
W=3.1 4"120.0
R=0.000815
AA=DLOc(2.0.H2lR)
BB=DLoc((H 1 +H2)/(H1 -H2))
cc=DLoc(2.0.H1lR)
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DET=AA.CC-BB*"2
c
C CALCULATE CHARGE ON CONDUCTORS
c

Q1 =(AA"VDC+BB-VAC"DStN(W.T-pH t))/DET
Q2=(BB.VDC+CC*VAC.DS tN (W.T-pH t))/DET

c
X2=){" * 2
D1=(H1-Y).*2+X2
D2=(H2-Y)**2+X2
D3=(H2+Y)*"2+X2
D4=(H1+Y)**2+X2

c
EX1=Q1"X/D1
EX2=q2*Y¡P2
EX3=-Q2*X/D3
EX4=-Q1"XlD4

c
EX=EX1 +EX2+EXS+EX4
REruRN
EI\Ð

c
C THIS FUNCTION EVALUATES THE ELECTRIC FIELD IN THE Y DIRECTION
C FOR A GIVEN TIME AND POSITION
c

FUNCTTON EY(X,Y,T)

REAL"8 X,Y,T,AA,BB,CC,DET,VDC,VAC,W,PHI,Q1,Q2,H1,H2,EY1,EY2
REAL"8 EYS,EY4,D1,D2,D3,D4,X2,R

c
vDc=80000.0
VAC=0.0
PHI=0.0
H1=g.gg
H2=0.65
W=120.0.3.14
R=0.00081 5
AA=DLOc(2.0.HzlR)
BB=-DLoG((H 1 +H2)/(H 1 -H2))
CC=P¡9612'0-H1/R)
DET=AA*CC-BB**2

c
C DETERMINE THE CHARGE ON THE CONDUCTORS
c

Q1 =(AA.VDC+BB.VAC.DS I N (W.T-pH l))/DET
Q2=(BB.VDC+CC.VAC"DS tN(W.T-pH t))/DET

c
X2=X* * 2
D1=(H1-Y)"*2+XZ
D2=(H2-Y)**2+X2
D3=(H2+Y)"*2+X2
D4=(H 1+Y).*2+X2

c
EY1 =-Q1.(H1-Y)/D1
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EY2=q2"1Y -H2)/D2
EY3=-Q2.1Y +H2)/D3
EY4=-Ql "(Y+H1)/D4

c
EY=EY1 +EY2+EY3+EY4
REruRN
EI\Ð

//GO.FTO6FOO1 DD DUMMY
//GO.SYStN DD DSN=APENNER.FEPDI M(MF1 M5O),DtSp=SHR
//GO.FT10F001 DD DSN=APENNER.RI MCC(R1 MCCsO),DtSp=SHR
//GO.Fï11 F001 DD DSN=APENNER.FEPDI M(NDS1 M),DtSp=SHR
//GO.FT'r2F00't DD DSN=APENNER.FEPDI M(TRt1 M),DtSp=SHR
//GO.FT13FOO1 DD DSN=APENNER.EOUT,DISP=6¡-¡
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